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Introduction

Erosion may cause many problems, both on agricultural fields as on soils in natural areas.
Loss of the fertile upper soil layer, transport of sediment to rivers, sediment deposition in
reservoirs or deposition of sediment across roads are just a few examples of possible on site
and off site damage caused by erosion.

Loss of soil and soil fertility also gradually diminishes vegetation cover making vegetation
even more susceptible for prolonged droughts or extreme rainfall events. This land
degradation (on cropland, pasture or forest) in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas is
defined as desertification in the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification of 1996
(UNCCD, 1996). It may result from various factors, including climatic variations and human
activities. Typical processes of land degradation are: soil erosion caused by wind and/or
water; deterioration of the physical, chemical and biological or economic properties of the
soil; and long-term loss of natural vegetation. In the same convention it is also stated that
strategies to combat desertification and mitigate the effects of drought will be most effective
if they are based on systematic observation and rigorous scientific knowledge, and if they are
continuously re-evaluated.

In order to minimise all of these negative effects, a good insight view of the different erosion
processes is needed. Once processes and causes are known adequate arrangements can be
proposed for each high-risk erosion area. The planning of site-specific measurements asks for
a good delineation of these high-risk erosion areas. Mapping these areas can be facilitated
with field measurements and simulations.

In the Coquimbo region, only limited data of rainfall events and soil parameters are available
to quantify the erosion risk. Nevertheless, because of its arid climate, scarce vegetation, and
overgrazing, erosion poses a treat on the environment, more particular on soil fertility.
Therefore, good quantification methods for erosion and the necessary parameters to make
sediment transport estimations, adapted to local circumstances are needed.
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Introduction
The aim of this study is to test the applicability of some common equations and methods, like
the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation, and unit sediment load estimation methods, in the
arid zone of the region of Coquimbo in the north of Chile. Therefore, a study watershed with
comparable land use, vegetation and climate, as the arid zone of the region of Coquimbo, was
chosen to represent that arid zone. The results of the study area can than be used for better
understanding of some common problems occurring in the arid zone.

The occurrence of stones in the soil profile and the high variability of rainfall make erosion
assessment more difficult than in areas with a homogeneous soil profile and less variable
precipitation. Because of this high variability, more input and validation data are needed to
obtain erosion or sediment transport estimations with the same confidence level. Therefore,
this study will examine the effect of variability of different input parameters on soil erosion
estimations, and how alternative methods can be used to deal with these poorly available, but
highly variable data.

An other problem is the fact that most of the common erosion models or measuring
techniques for the necessary soil properties were created for areas in different circumstances
than the ones occurring in the Coquimbo region. In this study, different methods to obtain
hydraulic conductivity values shall be compared with each other.

In the first part of this paper, a general description of the Coquimbo region is given,
describing the land use, vegetation and climatic conditions in the region and in the study
watershed. The second chapter gives an overview of erosion types and stages, together with
some processes and important parameters that influence the erosion processes. The RUSLE
model and its factors are also briefly described in this second chapter. The used materials and
methods are presented in the third chapter, followed by the results and discussions in the
fourth chapter.
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1. Study area

1.1. Location of the watershed
The experimental field, where all the measurements for this study took place, is located in the
IX Region, in the north of Chile. The IX Region, named Coquimbo, consists of three
provinces: The Elqui province, the Limari province and the Choapa province, named after the
three rivers of the Region. These provinces are then further divided into a total of 15
municipalities (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Location map of the fourth region, with its provinces and municipalities (SiNIA, 2006)

This mainly arid IX Region, also called Coquimbo, forms the transition zone between the
semi-arid region around Santiago in the south and the hyper-arid region at the north side of
Coquimbo.
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The study watershed is part of the 5436 ha experimental field of Las Cardas, which is
managed by the centre for studies in arid zones (Centro de Estudios de Zonas Aridas, CEZA)
and is property of the University of Chile (Universidad de Chile) (Casanova 1992). The
nearby small community is called La Totora, which is a part of Las Cardas and is located
between La Serena and Ovalle, in the south of the municipality of Coquimbo (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: Satellite picture with the location of the study area (Google Earth, 2006)

The highest point of the watershed is approximately 805 m above sea level while the lowest
measured point is 405 m above sea level. Measurements were done with GPS (Garmin extrex
vista). The watershed itself is located between 30°17’32.9” and 30°18’19.7” S and
71°16’33.5” and 71°17’09.4” W.
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1.2. Land use and human activities
Most of the land in the Coquimbo region consists of prairie and shrubbery. Therefore, it is
mainly used for pasture. Only in the three river valleys, where enough water of good quality is
available, more agricultural fields occur. There are woodlands at some places, but most of the
wood is imported from south Chile. The Andes is located at the eastern side, where there is
practically no vegetation and human activity, except for the lower located valleys that dissect
the mountain chain (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3: Land use in the fourth region (SiNIA, 2006)

As the soil contains quite some minerals, mining, ore refinement and transport of the minerals
are also important activities in the region. The water used for inefficient mining technologies
over the last decades has resulted in significant contamination of the surrounding landscapes.
The most exploited minerals are copper, gold and mercury (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4: Mining activities in the fourth region (Higueras, 2004)

In the study area itself, two farming families of eight persons in total use the field for pasture,
mainly goat but also a few sheep. Their farms are located downstream, at the north of the
studied watershed. During winter (June-August) the number of goats reaches its maximum of
280. According to one of the farmers (Don José) every two days, 20 kg of wood is harvested
mainly from the watershed at the western side of the study area, in which more trees occur.

Close to the dry riverbed, the farmers made two wells so that year-round irrigation water is
provided. In summer, the groundwater level is approximately half a meter lower then in
winter. A part of the riverbed is dammed off to capture water. Both the well water as the
captured surface water can not be used for drinking, or by the people, or by the cattle, because
the water contains too much minerals. Nevertheless, the water is used for the irrigation of
some fruit trees.
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1.3. Vegetation
Close to the farm, one type of yellow shrub dominates: Senna cumingii, locally called:
alcaparra (Figure 1.5). It typically occurs in overgrazed terrain because it is not eaten by the
cattle. The cactus Eulychnia acida occurs all over the place and dominates in the driest and
stoniest parts at the east side of the watershed. On the same dry and stony parts, but on steeper
slopes grows Puya chilensis. Some small trees, mainly Acacia caven, do occur on the flat
areas or close to the dry riverbed.

Figure 1.5: Goat and alcaparra shrubs in the study watershed (photo Bram Vandekerckhove)
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1.4. Climate
1.4.1. Temperature
Temperature data were available for the period 1990 to 2002, from the INIA (Instituto de
Investigaciones Agropecuarias (Institute of Agricultural Research)) weather station of Pan de
Azùcar, which is located in the valley, about 40 km more to the north of the study area. From
these data, average monthly temperatures with their standard deviation were calculated and
plotted (Figure 1.6).
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month
Figure 1.6: Average monthly temperature with standard deviation

The data show the seasonal temperature distribution with high values all year round, with a
difference of about 10 °C between the coldest winter month July and the warmest summer
month January.

The plot of daily maximum and minimum temperatures clearly shows a high daily variability
of the temperature. This is illustrated with the data from July 2005, where temperature was
measured every 15 minutes nearly every day. Some days seem to have a higher variation than
other days. This can be explained by the isolating effects from the clouds. When clouds are
absent, there are high temperatures during the day and cold temperatures over night, as the
atmosphere warms up or cools down more rapidly. On cloudier days, the daily differences in
minimum and maximum temperature become smaller (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7: Daily minimum and maximum temperatures for July 2005

1.4.2. Rainfall distribution
Monthly rainfall data were available for:
•

Las Cardas (± 7.3 km from the study area) over the period 1964-1993 (CEZA)

•

La Serena (± 50 km from the study area) over the period 1869-1960 (CEZA)

•

Pan de Azùcar (± 40.3 km from the study area) over the period: 1990-2002; 2004-2005
(INIA, 2006)

The figure obtained when average monthly data were plotted (Figure 1.8), shows that January
is the driest month. After the drier period, the rainfall peak occurs quite abruptly reaching its
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Figure 1.8: Average monthly rainfall for three weather stations
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According to one of the farmers, living close to the study area, the heaviest rainfall events
coincide with strong winds, locally called: “viento blanco”. During these events, it might even
occur that the runoff water drags down soil, stones, plants and goats.

Using the observations of the three weather stations, yearly data were calculated (Figure 1.9):
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Figure 1.9: Average annual rainfall for three weather stations

In Figure 1.9, there is no clear trend visible in the plotted data. Years of higher rainfall vary
with years of lower values illustrating the high variability of the amount of yearly rainfall. As
far as could be reconstructed from the growth rings of a stand of Australocedrus chilensis,
Milller et al. (1977) found that precipitation appeared to follow a 100-year cycle. Further
rainfall data analysis is carried out in part 4.1 of this paper.

1.4.3. Drought and aridity
Drought and aridity are two different concepts. Drought is the result of a temporary
pluviometric deficit in relation to the normal precipitation and thus manifests itself more over
time, while aridity implies a permanent pluviometric deficit and hence it is more a spatial
phenomenon. Important factors are for instance: strong insulation, elevated temperatures, low
air humidity and strong evapotranspiration.

For the definition of the different dry zones of the world, the bioclimatic aridity index P/PET
can be used, where P stands for annual precipitation and PET for potential evapotranspiration.
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PET is calculated with the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith, 1965). The following
classes can be distinguished (UNCD, 1977):
•

Hyper arid zone: P/PET < 0.03, a zone corresponding to extreme deserts without
vegetation except for some ephemerals and xerophytic bushes in the beds of wadis; it is
inhabited only in oases.

•

Arid zone: 0.03 < P/PET < 0.20, bare area or covered by a sparse vegetation of perennial
and annual plants; pastoral nomadism is possible but not rain-fed agriculture.

•

Semi arid zone: 0.20 < P/PET < 0.50, covered by steppe and tropical bush; perennial
plants are most frequent here; extensive livestock breeding is possible.

•

Sub humid zone: 0.05 < P/PET < 0.75, tropical savannah sometimes covered by bush,
occasionally without trees, and the dry forest; permanent rain-fed agriculture is practiced
with cultures adapted to seasonal drought.

According to the FAO/UNESCO preliminary aridity map of South America (CAZALAC,
2006), the central area of the XI Region is arid. In the north side of the region there is a hyper
arid part and in the south, a semi arid part. The watershed considered in this study is located
in the central arid area.

From the meteorological centre of Pan de Azùcar, located in the same valley at about 40 km
from the watershed, monthly data of temperature, air humidity and wind speed were available
for the years 1990 until 2002 (INIA, 2006). Average hours of sunshine were obtained from
Dobosi and Ulriksen (1970). PET could be calculated using the Penman-Monteith formulas
(Monteith, 1965) (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1: Bioclimatic aridity index for Pan de Azùcar (1990-2002)

PET (mm y-1) P (mm y-1)

P/PET

class

1990

972

24.8

0.026

hyper arid

1991

101

124.5

0.123

arid

1992

100

286.3

0.285

semi arid

1993

977

54.3

0.056

arid

1994

983

57.7

0.059

arid

1995

986

8.1

0.008

hyper arid

1996

994

64.9

0.065

arid

1997

104

312.7

0.298

semi arid

1998

102

15.4

0.015

hyper arid

1999

994

69.8

0.070

arid

2000

985

138

0.140

arid

2001

996

162

0.163

arid

2002

1012

219.2

0.216

semi arid

mean

999.4

118.3

0.118

arid

Although there were only data for 13 years, these local data confirm the arid climate of the
region, which is stated in literature (Mabbutt 1980; FAO/UNESCO preliminary aridity map of
South America, CAZALAC, 2006)
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2. Literature Review
In the first part of this literature review, a general approach of erosion shall be given to
structure the different stages and types of erosion. The second part of this chapter treats the
infiltration process more into detail: a description of the infiltration process and the models
used to describe the process are given. The following part then describes the methods to
measure or estimate hydraulic conductivity that were used in this study. Some models used
for erosion prediction are briefly described in the fourth part, followed by a short description
of the RUSLE model and its factors. Finally, the last part treats two methods to predict unit
sediment load from stream power.

2.1. Water erosion
Erosion is a process in which soil particles are transported by driving forces. Wind and water
are the most important driving forces. This is why erosion is subdivided into two types: water
erosion and wind erosion. Erosion can only occur when these driving forces, often described
by variables like: shear stress, stream power and splash detachment, are strong enough to
overcome the forces binding soil particles and aggregates.

2.1.1. Overland flow
Once runoff is generated, detachment and transport forces of the flow appear. Detachment is
mainly due to runoff shear stress, τ r (Pa), which can be expressed as follows (Nearing et al.,
1997):

τ r = ρ .g.h f .S

(Eq. 2.1)

where:

ρ = fluid density (kg m-3)
g = acceleration of gravity (m s-2)
hf = depth of the flow (m)
S = slope (m m-1)
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Normally hydraulic radius, Rh (m), is used instead of the easier to obtain parameter, flow
depth, h, which is a simplification for broad shallow flow. Where Rh is:

Rh =

Aw
Wp

(Eq. 2.2)

with:
Aw = wetted cross-sectional area (m2)
Wp = wetted perimeter (m)
A more often used variable to describe detachment is stream power, ω (W m-2), which relates
to the energy of the flow dissipated to the bed (Nearing et al., 1997):

ω = τ r .V = ρ .g.q.S

(Eq. 2.3)

with:
V = average flow velocity (m s-1)
q = discharge per unit width (m3 m-1 s-1)

2.1.2. Stages of the water erosion process
Three stages describe the water erosion process (Merritt et al., 2003): detachment, transport
and deposition of soil particles.
•

Detachment

Detachment can be caused by raindrops and by overland flow. When a raindrop impacts a
saturated soil surface, a hemispherical cavity is formed on the surface due to the impulsive
load of the spherical drop. The vertical compressive stress of the raindrop is then transformed
into lateral shear stress of radial flow of water jetting away from the centre of the cavity. At
this stage, soil particle detachment is caused by the shear stresses of the radial flow acting on
the bottom and sides of the cavity. The amount of soil detachment from the cavity will be
determined by the magnitude of soil deformation that takes place in the earlier stages of
14
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cavity development and by the cohesive forces resisting the shear stresses (Al-Durrah and
Bradford, 1982). This impact is a function of several variables, including raindrop velocity,
drop size, depth of overland flow and water pounding depth on which the rain is falling, and
antecedent moisture.

Detachment by surface flow is primarily considered in the domain of the rill erosion process.
For interrill erosion prediction purposes, the detachment of soil by shallow overland flow
alone is assumed negligible in comparison to raindrop detachment. Detachment of soil
particles by flow of water on the surface is induced when the shear stresses of the flow exceed
the tensile strength of the soil particles (Nearing, 1991). For soil surface, the shallow overland
flow alone has shear stresses in the order of Pa while the soil tensile strength is in the order of
kPa (Nearing, 1991). Overland flow detachment takes place due to driving forces, provided
by turbulent events that are very localised in space and time, caused by micro depressions on
the soil surface or the impact of falling raindrops (Torri, 1996).
•

Transport

Sediment transport can be separated in two mechanisms, transport by raindrops, commonly
known as splash erosion, and transportation by flow, also called sheet erosion. Sheet erosion
is more unidirectional down slope than splash erosion. Both of these processes are further
discussed later (see 2.1.3).

The solid load is split into suspended and bed loads. Water flow alone can only transport
small-size particles in suspended load (Moss, 1988). The bed load solids are not transported
by water flow alone, but also by processes of saltation, rolling and sliding, which is more a
process of continuous deposition and re-entrainment. These solids are generally larger soil
particles or even rock fragments.
•

Deposition

When stream power of the overland flow is obstructed due to surface roughness or when flow
turbulence is lowered due to a decrease in slope steepness or a decrease in rainfall frequency,
the sediment in bed load and some suspended load transport settle on the surface. This
deposition process is thus highly selective. Besides these local factors, the settling velocity of
a particle is also a function of its shape, size and density (Hairsine and Rose, 1991).
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2.1.3. Types of water erosion
Another, less process describing, more visual way of classifying erosion is the classification
into erosion types or domains. Four main types of water erosion can be distinguished: splash,
sheet, rill and gully erosion, although they strongly interact with each other.
•

Splash erosion

When a raindrop falls on the soil surface, it has two effects. First, it provides a consolidating
force, compacting the soil. A second effect is the destruction and dispersion of soil aggregates
by the impact of the raindrop causing smaller soil particles. These smaller particles are spread
around the place of impact together with the smaller water drops, where they infiltrate into the
pores of the upper soil layer. This diminishes the permeability of the upper layer. The
dispersion of detached soil particles is not necessary radial around the point of impact. Slope
steepness can cause a net transport of sediment downhill. Raindrop impact and direction also
depend on wind direction and raindrop size. When a water layer occurs on the soil surface, the
energy of a falling raindrop is partly absorbed by the water layer, tempering the splash erosion
effect. According to Moss (1988) the splash effect becomes negligible when a water layer of
about 2 mm occurs on the soil surface, depending on rainfall characteristics, e.g. raindrop
size. The effect of splash erosion is also diminished if the soil surface has higher
concentrations of organic matter or higher clay content.
•

Sheet erosion

Sheet erosion occurs when a uniform water layer flows over the land surface. It often stays
unnoticed because of its spatial distribution. The water layer transports sediment brought into
suspension by rain splash, but the sheer stress also detaches soil particles from the soil
surface.

Rainfall detachment is caused by the locally intense shear stress generated at the soil surface
by raindrop impact (Loch and Silburn, 1996). Likewise, overland flow itself also causes shear
stress. When it exceeds the cohesive strength of the soil, also called soil shear strength, the so
called critical shear stress value is reached and sediment detaches.
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•

Rill erosion

When water starts to concentrate in organised linear structures, which keep their water
conducting function during a certain period, these structures are called rills. They are not site
specific and can be eliminated by simple ploughing techniques. Together with sheet erosion,
rill erosion is often classified as overland flow erosion, detaching sediment from the soil
surface profile only. Rill initiation is controlled by the cohesive strength of the soil, the shear
forces exerted on the soil, and micro relief.
•

Gully erosion

Once the water conducting structures can no longer be eliminated by simple ploughing
techniques, they are called gullies. If the gullies are levelled, they often reoccur on the same
place, which proves their occurrence is place specific. They are more a consequence of the
hydrological structure of the landscape. Under many circumstances gully erosion is the main
source of sediment at the catchment scale and is most often triggered or accelerated by a
combination of inappropriate land use and extreme rainfall events (Valentin et al., 2005)

2.1.4. Some factors affecting erosion by water
Soil erosion results from the combined influence of several parameters, the most important of
them are soil characteristics, and topographic, climatic or land-use parameters.
•

Texture

When the silt (0.002-0.05 mm) or very fine sand (0.05-0.10 mm) fraction increases and clay
decreases, erodibility increases (Wischmeier and Mannering, 1969). This is because of the
aggregation and bonding affect of clay, the transportability of fine and non-aggregated
particles (e.g. silt) and the detachability of sand and silt.
•

Initial moisture content

The infiltration rate diminishes with increasing soil moisture content as the difference in
matric potential diminishes when the soil reaches saturation. Under the same circumstances, a
soil with high initial moisture content would have a lower matric suction gradient, and thus a
lower infiltration rate, than a dryer soil. It was also found by Al-Durrah and Bradford (1982)
that weight of soil splash decreased as matric water potential decreased from -0.5 to -6.2 kPa.
This decrease in splash was due to an increase in soil strength as water potential decreased.
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On very dry soils, the infiltration rate can also be reduced because of the lower hydraulic
conductivity caused by slaking.
•

Stoniness

It was shown by Poesen (1986) that surface rock fragments may decrease or increase crusting
and erosion, depending on their shape and position. Especially on soils where rock fragments
rest on the soil surface, they contribute significantly to the lowering of interrill erosion rates
(Poesen and Lavee, 1994). Stones mainly located on top of the soil surface intercept rain,
conducting the intercepted water to the underlying, from raindrop protected soil, where
infiltration is higher because crust formation is less pronounced right beside the stone (see
Figure 2.1). When the stones are located only partly above the surface, they do not create
places protected from raindrop impact. Nevertheless, water flowing from the exposed stone
surface can locally create high turbulence, directly beside the stone, breaking the crust and
improving infiltration but also increasing soil detachment (see Figure 2.1). These effects
might in some cases compensate for the lower infiltration area stones create when they occur
at the soil surface. On the other hand, lower infiltration area increases runoff causing higher
rill formation at the non-protected areas. In practice, two turnover points can be expected. At
lower stone cover percentages, the soil is protected against raindrop impact and erosion
diminishes with increasing stone cover. Than, erosion increases again above a certain
turnover point as infiltration is diminished to a point where the concentrated runoff causes
increased rill formation and thus more erosion. At the second turnover point, erosion again
decreases as the soil becomes completely covered with stones and there is no longer sediment
available for detachment.

Figure 2.1: Effect of stones on the surface (left) and partly inbedded in the soil (right) on infiltration
(after Poesen, 1986)
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According to Poesen et al. (1998) rock size and rock cover increases with increasing hill
slope, tempering the soil loss effect of the increasing hill slope (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Effect of stone cover and slope on soil loss (Poesen, 1998)

The effect of the amount of stones occurring in the soil profile on infiltration is less known.
As the stones occupy space, that space is no longer available for water transport. However,
the formation and stability of macro pores and preferential pathways might be favoured when
stones of a certain size at a certain concentration occur. Because of this, water flow is highly
variable in stony soils, and it would be necessary to characterise the continuity of flow, and
related parameters such as the hydraulic conductivity at the appropriate scale, to adequately
simulate variable saturated transient flow at that scale (Javaux, 2006).
•

Surface slope

Water flowing from a slope will have a higher velocity on steeper slopes, increasing stream
power, and thus increasing soil loss. An increase in slope steepness has two opposite effects
on splash detachment. First, the number of drop impacts per unit surface area and the normal
component of drop impact both decrease, thereby decreasing splash detachment. Secondly,
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the degree of surface sealing decreases and rate of increase in soil resistance or strength
decreases, thereby increasing splash detachment (Poesen, 1984).
•

Organic matter

Organic matter has two main effects on soil erosion: the effect on aggregate stability through
clay-organic matter interaction and binding action of polymers, and physical protection
against raindrop impact by mulching the soil surface. Both of these physical effects encourage
infiltration. There is also the biological effect when organic matter is degraded by micro
organisms.

Along

with

their

by-products,

they

increase

aggregate

stability

by

physicochemical and chemical actions.

For very high organic matter content of certain organic mater types, the induced hydrophobic
effect may become a problem and reverse the relationship between organic mater content and
aggregate stability and erosion (Le Bissonnais, 1996).
•

Hydrophobic soil surface

It is commonly accepted that soil water repellence is caused by organic compounds derived
from living or decomposing plants or micro organisms or by high temperature processes
during fires or in dry climates. A hydrophobic layer enhances erosion in two ways. First, it
diminishes infiltration capacity, increasing runoff. Secondly, observations of falling raindrops
on hydrophobic layers show a different splash mechanism from that of hydrophilic soils. On
the hydrophilic soils, a cohesive surface crust of closely packed grains quickly develops
during rainfall. On hydrophobic soils, despite a surface water film forming over the surface, a
continuous supply of readily available dry soil is available for splash ejection (Doerr et al.,
2000).
•

Temperature

During the winter months, freezing increases aggregate stability (Lehrsch et al., 1991). But
the water in the smaller pores gets frozen and blocks the small pores, inhibiting transport
through these small pores. Hydraulic conductivity is thus reduced because water transport is
limited to the larger soil pores (Weigert et al., 2005). In the summer, higher temperatures lead
to a lower viscosity of the water, increasing infiltration.
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•

Vegetation

Vegetation has different effects on the erosion process. It intercepts rain and conducts the
water via stem flow, reducing its kinetic energy. Plants, especially grasses, augment soil
roughness, lowering the velocity of water flow. Their roots hold the soil together protecting it
against detachment. Their litter contributes in soil binding particles, augmenting aggregate
stability. According to De Baets et al. (2005), it ca be assumed that roots are more effective in
reducing concentrated flow erosion rates than shoots.
•

Grazing animals

Animals have a direct and an indirect effect on soil erosion. The occurrence of preferential
paths, created by the direct effect of trampling of livestock may cause gullies along these
paths (Wezel, 2005). Figure 2.3 illustrates that this was also the case in the study watershed.
The indirect effect is demonstrated by Yong-Zhong et al. (2005). They found that for a semi
arid grassland continuous grazing gives rise to a considerable decrease in ground cover, which
accelerates both water and wind erosion, resulting in a further coarseness in surface soil.

Figure 2.3: Preferential goat paths at the study watershed (photo Bram Vandekerckhove)

•

Structure and stability

A gradual deterioration of soil structure, usually caused by the impact energy of water drops,
can lead to partial sealing by a dense surface seal, which results in a decrease of the
infiltration rate. As clay particles act as a cementing material, keeping particles together in the
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aggregates, stability of the aggregates against raindrop impact increases with clay content
(Shainberg and Levy, 1996). Clay dispersion also depends on the type of exchangeable
cations countering the negative charges of the clay particles. Monovalent cations (Na, K) are
more dispersive than bivalent cations (Ca, Mg). On the other hand, some clay soils (e.g.
Vertisols) might form a sealed layer because of their high swelling capacities when wetted.
However, in Vertisols, crack formation can lead to an increase in infiltration. But also other
substances influence soil structure stability, e.g. organic matter, micro organisms and their
exudates, and Fe and Al oxides. The positive correlation between Fe and Al and soil structural
stability can be explained by the following mechanisms: iron and aluminium in solution act as
flocculants, preventing dispersion, and they play a role in clay particle-organic polymer
interactions (Le Bissonnais, 1996). These effects are pH dependent.
•

Seal and crust formation

The term crust is introduced to distinguish a dried seal from a wet seal. According to Agassi
(1996), seal formation is a combined action of two mechanisms. The first of the two
complementary mechanisms is the physical disintegration of soil aggregates and their
compaction caused by the impact of the raindrops or slaking. When water rapidly penetrates
into dry soil aggregates, the air trapped inside is confined into progressively smaller volumes.
This can result in aggregate slaking by excess pressure of the entrapped air. Slaking causes
grain detachment but no transport. This effect is more pronounced on dry soils because it
depends on the force by which the soil attracts water (Torri, 1996). Chemical dispersion and
movement of clay particles into a region at 0.1-0.5 mm depth, where they lodge and clog the
conducting pores, is the second mechanism. Both mechanisms act simultaneously and the first
enhances the latter.

An additional type of seal is that formed by the translocation of fine soil particles and their
deposition at a certain distance from their original location (Arshad and Mermut, 1988).

Obviously rain properties also have their effect on seal formation. According to Shainberg
and Levy (1996), rain is generally characterised by the following parameters: rain intensity,
raindrop median diameter and final velocity of the median raindrop. One of the most common
used methods to take these parameters in consideration is the use of the raindrop kinetic
energy. Another rainfall related property that influences sealing is the temporal resolution.
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After a rain event, sufficient drying crumbles the crust. This mulching effect makes the
impermeable crust layer more permeable.

2.2. Infiltration
Infiltration is the process that takes place when water from rain or irrigation penetrates the
soil surface. The water that does not infiltrate during an event can cause runoff. For this
reason, infiltration is an important process when modelling erosion. It should also be taken
into consideration that by controlling runoff (e.g., by maintaining a relatively high infiltration
rate or increasing surface storage), erosion will also be controlled, but the reverse is not
necessary true (Shainberg and Levy, 1996). Unfortunately infiltration is also a very complex
process because of its spatial and time variation.

The cumulative infiltration, I (m), which is the volume of water that has infiltrated into the
soil divided by the surface of the infiltration area, is:

I=

∞

∫ (θ

v

- θvi).dz

(Eq. 2.4)

z =0

with:
z = the distance in the water flow direction (m)

θv = the water content at a distance z (m3 m-3)
θvi = the initial water content at a distance z (m3 m-3)
The flux density through the soil surface is called infiltration rate, i (m s-1), and may be
expressed as:

i=

dI
dt

(Eq. 2.5)

Initially, the infiltration rate is high, particularly when the soil is initially quite dry. Due to the
decrease in matric suction gradient, it decreases asymptotically to a constant rate.
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2.2.1. Infiltration driving forces
Two soil hydraulic properties are important when it comes to understanding and predicting
soil water infiltration. Those soil hydraulic properties include the soil water retention curve
and hydraulic conductivity (Shao and Horton, 1998). This can also be seen when the law of
Darcy is considered in the vertical direction:

q = − K (θ ) ⋅

∂H
∂z

(Eq. 2.6)

where:
q = the volumetric flux (m s-1)
H = the total head of the water (m)
K(θ) = hydraulic conductivity at water content θ (m s-1)
•

Hydraulic conductivity K(θ).

The coefficient K(θ) of Darcy’s law essentially expresses an interaction between the porous
media and the flowing fluid. Therefore, hydraulic conductivity depends on the nature of the
soil (the porous matrix) and the fluid properties. The soil characteristics which affect the
hydraulic conductivity are related to pore geometry, i.e. the total porosity, the pore size
distribution and the tortuosity of the soil pores.

The velocity of the infiltration process, the infiltration rate, diminishes with time until it
reaches a constant value equivalent to the saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks). Due to air
entrapment, complete saturated hydraulic conductivity is often not reached in the field.
Therefore, this observed conductivity is called field saturated hydraulic conductivity (Kfs)
(Reynolds et al., 1983). In the case of an unsaturated soil, hydraulic conductivity is a function
of the moisture content, θ, and is therefore indicated as K(θ).
•

Soil water retention curve

The soil water retention curve shows how strong water is retained in the soil pores at a certain
soil moisture content, θ (Figure 2.4). To quantify this retention force, the matric potential or,
when expressed in m water height, the matric head, h (m water), is used. The relation between
soil moisture content and matric potential is typical for each soil as it depends on pore size
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distribution, texture, aggregate arrangement and other soil properties. At lower soil water
contents, the water is retained with greater energy, so a more negative matric potential will be
measured. In this lower soil moisture part, the attractive forces are mainly influenced by the
soil texture, while at higher soil moisture contents, the less negative matric potential is more
an effect of pore size and aggregate properties. To visualise this curve, the logarithm of the
absolute value of matric head, pF, is often used.

Figure 2.4: Soil moisture retention curves for different textures

2.2.2. Infiltration models
Because infiltration is an important process in the water cycle, influencing a lot of other
processes, but also a difficult one to measure, infiltration is often approximated by
mathematical equations. Two groups of describing equations can be distinguished. The first
group include simple empirical and semi-empirical models. These models are based on the
observation that the infiltration rate is at its maximum in the beginning, decreasing
asymptotically during time until it reaches a constant steady state rate. The aim is to fit the
equation as good as possible with the observations, usually without considering any physical
background. The numerical models form the second group. In these models, numerical
methods are used to solve the Richards equation to describe the infiltration process.
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•

Horton’s equation (1940)

Horton observed that infiltration, i (m s-1) begins at a certain rate i0 (m s-1) and exponentially
decreases until it reaches a constant value ic (m s-1):

i = ic + (i0 − ic ).e β

t

(Eq. 2.7)

with:

β = a decay constant (s-1)
The parameters i0, ic and β are to be determined by infiltration measurements. ic is here a
measure for field saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kfs (m s-1).
•

Philip’s equation (1957)

Philip solved the Richard’s equation, obtaining the following equation for cumulative
infiltration, I (m):

I (t ) = S .t 1 / 2 + K .t

(Eq. 2.8)

with:
S = sorptivity (m s-1/2)
Differentiating this equation gives the infiltration rate, i (m s-1):

1
i (t ) = .S .t −1 / 2 + K
2

(Eq. 2.9)

When cumulative infiltration is measured and plotted as a function of the square root of time,
a curve can be fitted to determine the field saturated hydraulic conductivity Kfs.
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2.3. Measuring and estimating field saturated hydraulic conductivity
Many investigators have found that hydraulic conductivity is one of the water transport
parameters which exhibits the most variation (Gupta et al., 1993). Ks can be obtained by
measurements in the field or laboratory, or by estimating Ks from other already available soil
characteristics or easier to obtain soil characteristics with pedotransfer functions (PTF’s).
Field measurements have the advantage of working with an undisturbed field in its natural
condition and thus interacting with its environment to a certain level, depending on the
method used. In the field, complete saturation of the soil and thus saturated hydraulic
conductivity, Ks, is often not reached because of entrapped air. Therefore, the term field
saturated hydraulic conductivity, Kfs, is introduced. Comparing Ks of intact soils is an
imprecise, even dubious measure, but it is often the only way, as there exists no independent
Ks datum of benchmark upon which evaluation and judgement can be made (Reynolds et al.
(2000).

2.3.1. In situ measurement methods
The methods used in this study can be divided in two categories:
•

methods based on one-dimensional flow theory

•

methods based on three-dimensional flow theory

The double ring infiltrometer and rainfall simulation belong to the first category, whereas the
Guelph ring infiltrometer belongs to the second.

The infiltration under rainfall simulations and double ring measurements takes place over a
larger surface than Guelph ring infiltrometer so a better spatial resolution is obtained. Less
test runs are required when using rainfall simulation and double ring infiltrometer (as
compared to Guelph ring infiltrometer) to obtain a mean value of field saturated hydraulic
conductivity in which one has the same level of confidence (Gupta et al., 1993).

2.3.1.1.The rainfall simulator
Rainfall simulation can be used to determine the amount of water that infiltrates. If the
constant intensity of the rain is known, and runoff rate is measured, field saturated hydraulic
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conductivity can be calculated from of the cumulative infiltration with Philip’s infiltration
equation for one-dimensional flow (Equation 2.8, Philip, 1957).

Rainfall simulations mimic the natural conditions relatively well as the mechanical effects of
the raindrops are simulated, and a more extended test area is used reducing side effects.

The method also has its disadvantages. It requires a huge amount of water, which is not
always easily available. The simulator takes some time to install, so only a few test plots can
be done in one day. In open areas, wind effects might disturb the uniform rainfall distribution
and raindrop impact, causing inaccurate measurements. This effect can be limited for low
windspeeds by using a windscreen. When the rain intensity is too high, rills and eventually
gullies could be formed and infiltration flow might no longer be one-dimensional. Rainfall
simulators with multiple sprinklers give different flow intensity when the simulator is placed
in the direction of the slope. To overcome this, adequate tube diameters must be used to create
equal intensities for each sprinkler. The water pressure and the type of sprinkler define the
dropsize and should be chosen in such a way that the simulated rain approximates the
properties of natural rainfall events.

Figure 2.5: Scheme of the rainfall simulator (modified from: CAZALAC, 2004)

Once adequate tubery, pressure, slope and sprinkler type are chosen, the simulator must be
calibrated for these circumstances. If the simulator is then used in the field, a limited field
calibration set is used to fit the extended calibration results to the field circumstances.
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2.3.1.2.The Guelph well permeameter and surface ring permeameter
Determination of field saturated hydraulic conductivity with the Guelph permeameter is based
on the assumption of three-dimensional steady state infiltration from a cylindrical test hole at
a certain depth, but can also be measured at the surface with the Guelph ring (Figure 2.6). The
low water consumption of the Guelph permeameter is one of its advantages. The well
permeameter makes it possible to measure Kfs at a well defined depth of a certain soil layer. A
disadvantage of the well permeameter is the slaking effect of the soil auger during the well
preparation works, which reduces the permeability of the well edge. When a soil surface crust
occurs, the insertion of the ring permeameter breaks that crust, changing the infiltration rate.
On dry soils slaking can occur when air gets entrapped by the incoming water, causing small
explosions which destroy soil structure. These are some reasons why observed values can
differ from the true Kfs value.

Figure 2.6: Evolution of the wetting front with ring permeameter (A) and well permeameter (B)

Both with the constant-head well permeameter and the constant-head ring permeameter, once
steady state conditions are established, a small inner saturated bulb is produced adjacent to the
well, encased within a larger outer wetted, but unsaturated, volume (Elrick et al., 1989). As a
consequence, combined saturated-unsaturated three-dimensional flow occurs. From the
moment steady state is reached, there are two possible ways to obtain Kfs values from the
Guelph measurements:
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1. Use of the simultaneous equation approach (Reynolds, 1992)
This method requires the steady state rates of fall of water (R1 and R2) in the reservoir at two
imposed water heights (H1 and H2). When both Guelph reservoirs are used (X = reservoir
constant = 35.31 cm²) and H1 being 5 cm and H2 10 cm, field saturated hydraulic
conductivity, Kfs (cm s-1) is given by:

K fs = 0.0041 ⋅ X ⋅ R 2 − 0.0054 ⋅ X ⋅ R1

(Eq. 2.10)

2. Single-height analyses, using a measurement or site estimate of the sorptive number α*

α* =

K fs

(Eq. 2.11)

Φm

with:
Kfs = saturated hydraulic conductivity (m s-1)

Φm = matric flux potential (m2 s-1)
•

Kfs from the constant-head ring permeameter can then be calculated by (Reynolds and
Elrick, 1990):

K fs =

(α * ⋅G ⋅ X ⋅ R )
[a ⋅ (α * ⋅H + 1) + G ⋅ α ⋅ π ⋅ a 2 ]

(Eq. 2.12)

where the dimensionless ‘ring shape factor’ G equals

G = 0.316 ⋅

d
+ 0.184
a

(Eq. 2.13)

with:
d = the ring insertion depth (m)
a = the inner ring radius (m)
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•

Kfs (cm s-1) from the constant-head well permeameter can then be calculated by (Elrick
and Reynolds, 1992):

K fs =

(C ⋅ X ⋅ R )

2 ⋅π ⋅ H 

2
2
2 ⋅ π ⋅ H + C ⋅ π ⋅ a + α * 



(Eq. 2.14)

where:
C = the dimensionless ‘well shape factor’, obtained from the manual, where C is plotted
in function, of H/a.
Although both Ks and Φm may vary by a factor of 105 or more from course sands (10-4 m/s) to
compacted clays (10-9 m/s), the ratio of Ks/Φm has generally been found, under field
conditions, to range across only one or two orders of magnitude (White and Sully, 1987). In
most instances, an improper site evaluation of α* will result in an error of maximum one
category of Table 2.1 only, e.g., an α* chosen as 12 m-1 whereas 36 m-1 would be more
appropriate. The result is that Ks and Φm may be erroneous by a factor of two to three at the
most. These errors are acceptable, given the range of Ks and its spatial variability (Elrick and
Reynolds, 1992).

Table 2.1: Sorptive numbers for different soils (Elrick et al., 1989)

α* = 1 m-1

Compacted clays (e.g. landfill caps and liners, lacustrine or marine sediments,
etc.)

α* = 4 m-1

Unstructured fine textured soils primarily

α* = 12 m-1

Most structured soils from clays through clay loams; also includes
unstructured medium and fine sands and sandy loams. The first choice for
most soils.

α* = 36 m-1

Coarse and gravely sands; may also include some highly structured soils with
large cracks and macropores.
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2.3.2. Pedotransfer functions (PTF’s)
Measuring Ks or Kfs can be expensive, difficult or impractical. For many purposes, general
estimates based on more readily available information such as soil texture and other soil
characteristics, are sufficient. Therefore, PTF’s could be used. Nevertheless, it is
recommended to compare the obtained estimates with some field measurement results,
especially when there is a lack of soil homogeneity.

There are tree types of PTF’s (Ferrer et al., 2004):
•

Class PTF’s estimate the hydraulic behaviour for each textural class.

•

Continuous PTF’s use a regression equation in which at least one of the statistical
independent variables should be the percentage of sand, silt or clay.

•

Artificial neural network PTF’s (ANN PTF) use networks of connected processes with
adaptive connectivity. Its structure, and thus its result, is based on internal or external
information that flows through the network.

Models to predict soil-water conductivity are often either empirical or theoretical
relationships with soil particle size or porosity (Saxton et al., 1986). For the calculation of
saturated hydraulic conductivity for soils developed under semi-arid conditions in Spain,
Ferrer et al. (2004) used continuous PTF’s. Class PTF’s were rejected because of their low
correlation coefficients. Ferrer et al. (2004) concluded that for these soils, sand content was
the most important variable to estimate Ks, followed by clay content.
In this paper, the following PTF’s were used to estimate Ks (m s-1):
•

Cosby et al. (1984)

Ks =

0.0254 + 10 (−0.6+ 0.012⋅sand −0.0064⋅clay )
3600

(Eq. 2.15)

with:
sand = the percentage of sand (%)
clay = the percentage of clay (%)
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Cosby et al. (1984) used analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple linear regression
analysis (MLR) to identify the most important parameters and their effect on Ks.
•

Puckett et al. (1985)

K s = 4.36 ⋅ 10 −5 ⋅ e (−0.1975⋅clay )

(Eq. 2.16)

According to this model, proposed by Puckett et al. (1985), Ks decreases exponentially as
clay percentage increases. He did not use linear and multiple procedures as these predicted
negative values in some cases, although they obtained high r2 values. From the six fields
from which samples were collected to develop this equation, five were fine-loamy and one
loamy.
•

Saxton et al. (1986)

−6

K s = 2.778 ⋅ 10 ⋅ e

2

 12.012 − 0.0755⋅sand + −3.895 + 0.03671⋅sand − 0.1103⋅clay + 0.00087546⋅(clay )

0
.
33
−
0
.
0007251
⋅
sand
+
0
.
1276
⋅
log
(
clay
)
10







(Eq. 2.17)

This equation was obtained using 230 selected data points uniformly spaced on the 10
curves reported by Rawls et al. (1982). Rawls reported these curves for 10 textural classes
that were averages of numerous reported curves. The results of the equation of Saxton et
al. (1986) (Equation 2.17) do not mach for extreme conditions such as very high clay
contents. However, it is a good fit for a single equation over a large range of commonly
encountered textures.
•

Jabro (1992)

Ks =

10 ( 9.56− 0.81⋅log (silt )−1.09⋅log (clay )− 4.64⋅BD )
360000

(Eq. 2.18)
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with:
silt = the percentage of silt (%)
BD = the bulk density (g cm-³)

Jabro (1992) analysed the statistical relation between the logarithm of Ks and bulk density
and the logarithm of the clay silt and sand, percentage for 350 (mainly loam) soil samples.
After a stepwise linear regression, three parameters were retained and implemented in the
formula.
•

Campbell and Shiozawa (1994)

Ks =

54 ⋅ e (−0.07⋅sand −0.167⋅clay )
3600000

(Eq. 2.19)

where:
sand = the percentage of sand (%)
clay = the percentage of clay (%)

This equation (2.19) is a simplification of the equation obtained by Campbell (1985):

Ks =

1.3 1.3⋅b
)
BD
3600000

141.25 ⋅ d g ⋅ (

(Eq. 2.20)

with:

b = d g−0.5 + 0.2 ⋅ SD

(Eq. 2.21)

where:
dg = mean particle size diameter (mm)
SD = standard deviation of dg (mm)
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Campbell (1985) obtained equation (2.20) by inserting basic soil properties into capillary
models out of which he could predict Ks using these basic soil properties.
•

Dane and Puckett (1994)

Ks =

303.84 ⋅ e (−0.144⋅clay )
3600000

(Eq. 2.22)

Dane and Puckett (1994) obtained equation (2.22) using a larger dataset than the dataset
used by Puckett et al. (1985) to establish equation (2.16).
•

Rosetta SSC (Schaap, 2000)
This is an ANN PTF using only the three different texture percentages for sand, silt and
clay. The method used to obtain the estimation depends on the value of the inputs.

•

Rosetta SSCBD (Schaap, 2000)
Rosetta SSCBD (Schaap, 2000) is also an ANN PTF, but also uses the bulk density, BD
(g cm-³) besides sand, silt and clay percentage.

2.4. Water erosion models
Models differ greatly in terms of their complexity, their inputs and requirements, the
processes they represent and the way in which these processes are represented, the scale of
their intended use and the types of output they provide. These models can suffer from a range
of problems including over-parameterisation, unrealistic input requirements, unsuitability of
model assumptions or parameter values for local conditions, and inadequate documentation of
model testing and resultant performance (Merritt et al., 2003). Models are based on the
perception of reality, and thus do not necessary represent the reality. The mathematical
relations are approximations, which can impossibly reproduce all interactions, not even all the
known interactions.

Before choosing the right model, one has to analyse the problem first. Which questions does
the model need to answer? Together with the available time, means and know how, the right
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model can be chosen to answer more specific questions. A general overview of the different
types of models is now given. Thereafter, some widely-used models are briefly discussed.

2.4.1. Classification of erosion models
Models in general, can be classified in many different ways, as shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Different model classifications

Deterministic/lumped

Stochastic/distributed

Mechanistic/physics-based

Empirical

Numerical

Analytical

Static

Dynamic

One-dimensional

Two or three dimensional

Reductionistic

Holistic

Event-based

Non event-based

In the case of erosion models, Wheater et al. (1993) states that the erosion process can be
represented by the model in three ways: empirical, conceptual and physically-based.

Empirical models are limited to conditions for which they have been developed (Aksoy and
Kavvas, 2005). They are generally the simplest of all three model types. These empirical
models, also called statistical models, are based primarily on the analysis of observations and
seek to characterise response from these data (Wheater at al., 1993). Empirical models also
tend not to be event-responsive, ignoring the processes of rainfall-runoff in the modelled
catchment. Nonetheless, empirical models are frequently used in preference to more complex
models as they can be implemented in situations with limited data and parameter inputs. They
are particularly useful as a first step in identifying sources of sediment generation (Merritt et
al., 2003).

In conceptual models, a watershed is represented by storage systems (Merritt et al., 2003;
Aksoy and Kavvas, 2005). They tend to include a general description of catchment processes
without including the specific details of process interactions, which would require detailed
catchment information (Sorooshian, 1991). Parameter values for conceptual models have
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typically been obtained through calibration against observed data, such as stream discharge
and concentration measurements (Abbott et al., 1986).

Physically-based models are based on the solution of fundamental physical equations
describing stream flow and sediment generation in a catchment. Standard equations used in
such models are the equation of conservation of mass and momentum of flow, and the
equation of conservation of mass for sediment (Bennett, 1974; Aksoy and Kavvas, 2005).
More complex models are more likely to provide a better fit to calibration data, although this
does not necessarily extend to providing better predictions of future behaviour, as complex
models run the risk to be overfitted by the calibration data (Wheater et al., 1993). Despite the
progress in understanding soil erosion processes, the much simpler ‘good old’ empirical
models, though now improved and often incorporated into a Geographical Information
System, are still very popular and most widely used. Such empirical models have generally a
much simpler structure, require less input parameters and show often similar performance in
terms of prediction accuracy than deterministic models when considering yearly averages.
Reducing model complexity will generally lead to a minimization of the error propagation of
erosion models (Cornelis and Gabriels, 2005).

2.4.2. Some empirical erosion models
•

USLE (Universal Soil Loss Equation) (Wishmeier and Smith, 1978)

The first attempt to develop a soil loss equation for hillslopes was that of Zingg (1940).
Further development led to the addition of the different factors and eventually to the USLE in
the 1970s by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). It was developed for
application to small hillslopes, but has been incorporated into many catchment scale erosion
and sediment transport modelling applications. The USLE estimates the average annual soil
loss, A (ton ha-1 y-1) from:

A = R ⋅ K ⋅ L⋅ S ⋅C ⋅ P

(Eq. 2.23)

Where R is the rainfall erosivity factor (MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1), K is the soil erodibility factor
(ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1), L is the dimensionless slope-length factor, S the dimensionless
slope-steepness factor, C the dimensionless cover and cropping management factor and P the
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dimensionless supporting conservation practice factor. USLE is an empirical overland flow or
sheet-rill erosion regression equation based primarily on observations. Gully erosion and mass
movement are ignored and the deposition of sediment is not considered to occur in the
modelled area (Zhang et al., 1995 in Merritt et al., 2003). Nearing et al. (1994, in Merritt et
al., 2003) noted that the adaptation of USLE to a new environment requires a large investment
of time and resources to develop the database required to run the model. Warren et al. (2005)
developed a 3-dimensional enhancement of USLE which is incorporated into a Geographical
Information System.
•

MUSLE (Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation)

USLE was modified several times, resulting in several MUSLE’s. All the factors are
calculated with the same methodology as with the USLE factors, except for the erosivity
factor R. In MUSLE, R also accounts for runoff. Because this is likely to affect other factors
in the USLE equation, MUSLE models are rarely applied in erosion studies.
•

RUSLE (Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation) (Renard et al., 1997)

Further use of the USLE and new observations resulted in some adaptations, obtaining the
RUSLE. Each of the original USLE factors are calculated in another way when used in the
RUSLE (see part 2.5).
• MMF (Morgan, Morgan and Finney method) (Morgan et al., 1984)

The model predicts annual soil loss from field-sized areas on hillslopes, separating a water
phase and sediment phase. Erosion is considered as the result of soil detachment by raindrop
impact and transport by overland flow. For this model, fifteen input parameters are required.
It provides a stronger physical base than the USLE, yet retaining the advantages of an
empirical approach regarding ease of understanding and availability of data (Morgan, 2001).
In the revised MMF method (Morgan, 2001), changes have been made to take the effect of
plant canopy height and leaf drainage into account. A new component for soil particle
detachment has been added.
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2.4.3. Some physically based models
•

EROSION-2D/3D (Schmidt 1991)

This model is an almost pure physical model, based on the momentum flux of the raindrop
impact ( φ r, N m-2) and the overland flow ( φ q, N m-2). Together with the critical momentum
flux ( φ critical, N m-2), below which no particles can be transported, the erosion number, E, for
every hillslope is than calculated:

E=

φr + φq
φcritical

(Eq. 2.24)

Then, the following transport equation, derived from laboratory rainfall simulations can be
used to determine the sediment transport, qs (kg m-1 s-1):

q s = (1.75.E − 1.75).10 −4

•

(Eq. 2.25)

STM3D (Biesemans, 2000)

STM3D is a physical event based model based on EROSION-2D/3D. It consists of two linked
submodules: a hydrological model and a soil transport model. The infiltration module uses the
Green and Ampt model (Green and Ampt, 1911). Saturated hydraulic conductivity is than
estimated using the PTF of Campbell (1985), while the water retention curve is approximated
using van Genuchten (1980) with the PTF’s of Vereecken et al. (1989). Runoff is calculated
using the time compression algorithm. The water flow in the channels is described by finite
numerical differentiation of the Saint Venant equation for one-dimensional flow.

The sediment load in the surface flow and rills is approximated by the equation of Nearing et
al. (1997) (Equation 2.42) when there is surface runoff without raindrop impact, while the
relation obtained by Biesemans (2000) (Equation 2.43) is used when there is runoff together
with raindrop effects.
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2.5. RUSLE
The Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) as described by Renard et al. (1997) has
the same factors as the earlier described USLE. The difference between RUSLE and USLE is
the calculation of these factors.

2.5.1. R factor
According to Al-Durrah and Bradford (1982) the most used erosivity parameters for single
waterdrops are kinetic energy and momentum. The RUSLE method to calculate erosivity
starts with the calculation of the specific kinetic energy, ei (MJ ha-1 mm-1), of a pluviophase i,
with intensity i (mm h-1) (Laws and Parson, 1943):

ei = 0.199 + 0.0873. log10 (i )

(Eq. 2.26)

The total kinetic energy, Ek (MJ ha-1), of the occurring storms is then calculated from the
storm its n pluviophases:

n

E k = ∑ ei .i.t i

(Eq. 2.27)

Together with the maximum 30-min intensity, I30, of each storm j, R (MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1) is
than calculated as follows for a N year period:

∑
R=

k
j =1

E kj .( I 30 j )
N

(Eq. 2.28)

This R factor can not be used for individual storms, but only for storms over long periods. It is
not universally applicable, as not all climatic circumstances are the same as those of the sites
where the observations on which the equation was based. Nevertheless, this index is one of
the most widely used indices as it gives the best correlation with soil loss in most comparing
studies and is based on data from various stations, collected over long periods.
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2.5.2. Alternative methods to estimate R
As rainfall data are often not available for a single storm or for small intervals, several
attempts were made to find a relation between the erosivity factor R and rainfall data of
longer time periods using rainfall indices. As an example, the Modified Fournier Index is here
given. The Modified Fournier Index (MFI) (Arnoldus, 1980) is given by:

MFI =

∑P

2

i

PA

(Eq. 2.29)

where:
Pi = rainfall of month i
PA = total yearly rainfall
When the MFI is calculated from average rainfall data from several years, it is indicated as
MFI1. When the MFI is calculated as a mean of yearly calculated MFI’s, it is indicated as
MFI2.
This index provides a rapid way of approximating the erosivity factor R, although a minimum
number of stations still need to be processed in a more elaborated way. The results obtained
with the MFI may not be as reliable as values obtained in other ways, but as a tool in
developing small scale maps, the precision seems adequate (Arnoldus, 1980).

Valenzuela et al. (2004) obtained a relation between the Modified Fournier Index for
averaged data, MFI1, where only average monthly (Pi) and average annual (PA) rainfall data
are needed, and R values calculated with an erosivity equation developed for a region in Spain
with similar climatic conditions as the Coquimbo region in Chile:

R = 0.291 ⋅ PMEX 1.297 ⋅ MR 0.511 ⋅ MV 0.366 ⋅ F240.414

(Eq. 2.30)

with F24: the concentration factor of the maximum daily rainfall:
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F24 =

(maximum rainfall in 24 hours in a year) 2
(sum of all the maximum rainfalls in 24 hours for each month in a year)
(Eq. 2.31)

and:
PMEX = average maximum monthly precipitation for each year of the data serie (mm)
MR = average precipitation during the period October-May (mm)
MV = precipitation during the period June-September (mm)

Using data from 18 meteorological stations in the Coquimbo region this resulted in the
following linear regression equation:

12

R =a +b⋅∑
i =1

Pi ²
= a + b ⋅ MFI 1
PA

(Eq. 2.32)

where:
a = 0 (MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1)
b = 1.6881 (MJ ha-1 h-1 y-1)

2.5.3. K factor
Soil erodibility, K, can be defined as the resistance of the soil to both detachment and
transport (Morgan, 1995), or as the inherent soil property to react to water action in (Morin,
1996):
•

reducing infiltration rate and decreasing soil surface roughness due to aggregate
breakdown, i.e., increasing the risk of runoff.

•

being detached and transported by the resulting runoff.

In RUSLE, K can take the effect of freezing and thawing into consideration, and doing so, its
value changes during the year. In general, K for USLE or RUSLE is still considered as a
constant during the year and K (ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1) is calculated with the algebraic
approximation of the nomograph by Wischmeier et al. (1971), developed by Wischmeier and
Smith (1978):
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[

K = 0.1317 ⋅ 2.1 ⋅ 10 −6 ⋅ (12 − OM ) ⋅ M 1.14 + 0.0325 ⋅ ( s − 2) + 0.025 ⋅ ( p − 3)

]

(Eq.) 2.33

with:
OM = organic mater content (%)
M = texture index = % (2-100µm) (%loam + %sand)
s = structure class (see Table 2.3, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1951)
p = permeability class (see Table 2.4, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1951)

Table 2.3: Structure classes (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1951)

Structure class

Structure

Mean aggregate size (mm)

1

Very fine crumb

<1

2

Fine crumb

1-2

3

Medium to coarse crumb

2 - 10

4

Blocky, platy or massive

> 10

Table 2.4: Permeability classes (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1951)

Permeability class

Permeability

Hydraulic conductivity
(cm/day)

6

Very low

<3

5

Low

3 – 12

4

Medium

12 – 48

3

High

48 – 150

2

Very high

150 – 300

1

Extremely high

> 300

2.5.4. LS factor
The dimensionless slope steepness factor, S, can be calculated if slope angle, θ (°), and slope
steepness, s (%), are known, using the formula of McCool et al. (1987):
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S = 10.8 ⋅ sin θ + 0.03

s<9%

(Eq. 2.34)

S = 21.91 ⋅ sin θ − 0.96

s≥9%

(Eq. 2.35)

where the dimensionless slope length factor, L, is given by (McCool et al., 1989):

λ
L = 
 λu





m

(Eq. 2.36)

and where:

λ = horizontal slope length (m)
λu = length of the USLE unit plot, 22.13 (m)
m = slope length exponent

m=

β

(Eq. 2.37)

1+ β

The parameter β is the rill to interrill erosion ratio (Meyer et al., 1976):

β=

sin θ
⋅r
0.0896 ⋅ 3 ⋅ (sin θ ) 0.8 + 0.56

[

]

(Eq. 2.38)

where r is an indication for the conditions that favour rill or sheet erosion. When field
conditions favour rill erosion r is 2, when field conditions favour sheet erosion, r is 0.5, and
for in-between conditions, r is 1. This r value is strongly influenced by the tillage operations.

The topographic factor, LS replaces the individual L and S factors by combining the effect of
length and slope, subdividing a slope into a number of uniform segments (Foster and
Wischmeier, 1974). The LS factor can than be calculated as follows:
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 λmi +1 − λim−i1+1 ⋅ S i 
LS = ∑ 

mi
λ
⋅
λ
i 

tot
u


(Eq. 2.39)

where:

λi = length from the top of the slope to the foot of the segment i (m)
λi −1 = length from the top of the slope to the top of the segment i (m)
λtot = total length of a flowline (m)
M i = slope length exponent
S i = slope steepness factor for segment i

2.5.5. Alternative method to calculate LS
Questions and concerns are often expressed about the L factor. One reason is that the choice
of a slope length involves judgement, and different users use different slope lengths for
similar situations. Although it should be mentioned that soil loss is less sensitive to slope
length than to any other (R)USLE factor (Renard et al., 1991). Therefore, Moore et al. (1986a,
1986b) proposed a method to calculate the length-slope factor, LS, which allows a greater
range of topographic attributes (slope, slope length and catchment convergence) to be
explicitly accounted for within the soil loss calculations. This formula is derived solely from
the theoretical application of the stream power theory, taking into account the interaction
between runoff and erosion (via flow convergence and rilling). The factors 22.13 and 0.0893
(=sin(slope of 9 %)) are introduced to rescale the obtained LS factor so that it can be used in
USLE and RUSLE:

cellsize 

LS =  FA ⋅

22.13 


0.4

 sin( slope) 
⋅

 0.0896 

1.3

(Eq. 2.40)

where FA stands for flow accumulation, expressed in number of cumulative pixels.
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2.5.6. C factor
The land use factor, C, consists of four subfactors in the RUSLE.

C = PLU ⋅ CC ⋅ SC ⋅ SR

(Eq. 2.41)

PLU is the prior land use subfactor, CC represents the canopy subfactor, SC the surface cover
subfactor, and SR the surface roughness subfactor. As soil and cover conditions vary during
the year, these subfactors also vary during the year. Therefore, for a certain crop, the
maximum and minimum C values are both tabulated.

Stone cover could be interpreted as a type of surface cover and thus be implemented in the C
factor. But as the erodibility factor K is also influenced by stone cover, the K and C factor
would than become strongly correlated.

2.5.7. P factor
Together with the cropping factor, this management factor, P, can be used to asses the effect
of different management practices on soil erosion. Its value compares the effect of
management practices with those on the original USLE plots, where the soil was ploughed in
the slope direction.

2.6. Stream power
From laboratory flume experiments and field studies for a silt loam, a sandy loam and a
uniform sand soil, Nearing et al. (1997) found that stream power, ω (g s-3) (equation 2.3), was
a good predictor of unit sediment load, qs (g s-1 cm-1). The logistic curve he obtained was best
fitted by:

log(q s ) =

α + β ⋅ e (γ +δ log(ω ))
1 + e (γ +δ log(ω ))

(Eq. 2.42)

where:

α = -34.47
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β = 38.61
γ = 0.845
δ = 0.412

Because the flume experiments of Nearing et al. (1997) did not account for rainfall effects,
Biesemans (2000) used an equation he obtained by regression analysis from 133 laboratory
rainfall simulations on sandy, loamy and silty soils to obtain the unit sediment load, qs:
q s = 0.00016357 ⋅ ω 1.31

(Eq. 2.43)
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3. Materials and Methods
The first part of this chapter describes which rainfall analysis methods were used on which
data. The second part than describes how and where the Kfs measurements in the watershed
took place. In the third part, the soil analysing methods are treated, followed by the fourth part
where the used mapping methods are discussed.

3.1. Rainfall analysis
Most of the rainfall data in most parts of the world are limited because of the short period of
actual measurements. Since prediction methods are based principally on past data, the
absolute validity of the predicted values is uncertain. This is especially true for the most
important low-probability events (Morin, 1996).

3.1.1. Moving average
An easy way to explore rainfall data, and look for an underlying temporal pattern, is the use
of moving averages. By plotting the changes of averages of a certain time interval length in
function of time, a pattern in these moving averages might be visually distinguished. This
technique was applied on the 92 year dataset of yearly rainfall from the weather station of La
Serena (1869-1960), where moving averages with a length of: 5, 10, 15, …70 year were used.

3.1.2. Frequency analysis
For the three weather stations, the available datasets of yearly rainfall (Table 3.1) were used to
determine the return period and probability of exceedance corresponding to different amounts
of yearly rainfall. This was done with the program RAINBOW (Raes et al., 1996) where
distribution functions were fitted to the data by minimizing the square errors.
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Table 3.1: Available yearly rainfall data

Weather station

Available data

Distance from the study area
(km)

La Serena

1869-1960

Las Cardas

1964-1993

Pan de Azùcar

1990-2002

50
7.3
40

3.1.3. Modified Fournier Index and Precipitation Concentration Index
In the CORINE report (1992), the earlier mentioned MFI (chapter 2.5.2, Arnoldus, 1980) was
used to classify the amount of precipitation for different regions. Michiels et al. (1992) used
the precipitation concentration index (PCI) as an indicator of uniformity of the precipitation
distribution. The more uniform the distribution, the lower the PCI:

100 ⋅ ∑i =1 Pi 2
12

PCI =

(∑ P )

2

12

i =1

(Eq. 3.1)

i

Like the MFI, the PCI can also be calculated in two ways: from average Pi and PA values over
several years (PCI1), or from yearly calculated PCI values (PCI2). PCI1 gives a relative
indication of the seasonal rainfall distribution pattern, while PCI2 gives a relative indication of
the temporal distribution (Michiels et al., 1992).

MFI1, MFI2, PCI1 and PCI2 values were calculated from the data of the three weather stations
(Table 3.1).

3.2. In situ hydraulic conductivity measurements
In this study, field measurements of Kfs were carried out using a Guelph ring infiltrometer at
34 locations in the watershed. At 6 of these 34 locations, Kfs was also determined using a
rainfall simulator (Figure 3.1). A double ring infiltrometer was also tried but it gave more
practical disadvantages compared to the Guelph ring infiltrometer. The soil contained too
much stones to put the double rings decently into the soil and also required a considerable
amount of water.
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Figure 3.1: Locations of the Guelph ring infiltrometer measurements (circles+squares) and rainfall
simulation measurements (squares)

3.2.1. The Guelph ring infiltrometer
Kfs was measured at 34 different locations in the study area using a constant-head Guelph ring
permeameter. At each location this was done at two points, each time at 2 water heads (5 and
10 cm). The simultaneous equation approach resulted in a high percentage of invalid
(negative) Kfs values for the measurements in the study watershed. Elrick wrote that this
phenomenon can occur in heterogeneous soils or by inaccurate measurements (Elrick and
Reynolds, 1992). Therefore, Kfs values are calculated in this study using the single-height
analyses, where α* needs to be measured or estimated. Because there were no independent
data pairs of Ks and Φm for the watershed, estimates of α* from a site evaluation of soil texture
and soil structure, given by Elrick et al. (1989) in Table 2.1, were used. The single-height
formula was then applied, using a site estimate of the sorptive number α*. This resulted in 2 x
2 measurements for 34 locations (136 Kfs values for the entire watershed). These four values
were than averaged and hence, each location point received an average Kfs value and standard
deviation.
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3.2.2. The rainfall simulator
The rainfall distribution and the intensity of the rainfall simulator were determined by means
of a calibration method (Figure 3.2). During the 6 rainfall simulations in the field, each time,
9 cups were placed under the rainfall simulator to adapt the calibrated intensity to the
intensity in the field. Rainfall was simulated for a period of 20 minutes

Figure 3.2: Method for calibration of the rainfall simulator (photo Bram Vandekerckhove)

For each minute, runoff was measured at two flumes below the rainfall simulator. The amount
of transported sediment was measured each two minutes in the two flumes, and flow velocity
of the surface water was obtained by using a colouring substance, KMnO4.
As the unit discharge water, q (cm² s-1), and the slope, S (cm cm-1), are known for these six
rainfall simulations, stream power, ω (g s-3) (equation 2.3), could be calculated for both
flumes of each rainfall simulation, taking a water density, ρ, of 0.998 g cm-3 and the
acceleration of gravity, g, 981 cm s-2.

The unit sediment load could also be obtained from the two flume measurements of each
rainfall simulation as sediment samples were taken for both of the flumes each two minutes.
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3.3. Soil samples
To asses the influence of soil properties on erosion, 34 soil samples were taken at the
watershed. These were the same 34 locations as where Kfs was measured with the Guelph ring
infiltrometer (Figure 3.1), so that PTF estimates could be compared with the Kfs
measurements. Most of these soil samples were taken at the lower part of the watershed, as
the soil contained much more stone fragments in the higher parts and as the lower part was
also easier to access. Each of these soil samples were analysed for the same different soil
properties in the laboratory of the chemistry department of the University of La Serena (Table
3.2).

Table 3.2: Soil properties of the 34 sample locations

location
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

sand
%
57.5
58
62
61
68
67
66.5
65
60
72
65
69
70
60
67.5
71
58
59
63
63.5
53.5
67.5
70.5
65
67.5
66
64.5
68

silt
%
26
24
23
24
14.5
21
13
14
20
16
20
21
16
20
14
16
20
16
19.5
23
24
19.5
17
18
13.5
16.5
17
13.5

clay
%
16.5
18
15
15
17.5
12
20.5
21
20
12
15
10
14
20
18.5
13
22
25
17.5
13.5
22.5
13
12.5
17
19
17.5
18.5
18.5

BD
g/cm³
2.02
1.29
2.07
1.42
1.90
1.83
1.98
1.86
1.44
1.57
1.52
1.63
1.41
1.55
1.48
1.28
1.24
1.23
1.37
1.28
1.68
1.52
1.77
1.51
1.39
1.55
1.59
1.67

grind
%
5.15
20.41
30.18
12.81
27.79
28.98
30.32
32.64
10.01
36.93
29.74
32.65
23.50
29.60
14.83
3.94
24.00
54.21
39.05
14.95
44.20
38.65
30.06
13.06
5.01
7.85
10.48
12.62

watercontent
%
2.46
2.45
2.55
3.30
3.21
2.86
2.89
2.66
2.90
1.66
2.45
1.96
2.59
2.11
2.42
2.45
2.02
1.94
2.24
4.31
2.33
1.85
1.94
1.69
2.27
2.18
3.44
1.68
52
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29
30
31
32
33
34
mean
min
max
st dev

56.5
57
55
54
65
63
63.58
53.5
72
5.15

23
31
25
21
21.5
17
19.23
13
31
4.22

20.5
12
20
25
13.5
20
17.20
10
25
3.92

1.26
1.50
1.07
1.71
1.41
1.58
1.55
1.07
2.07
0.24

17.72
33.91
29.27
35.50
40.33
25.48
24.88
3.94
54.21
12.49

4.68
2.05
5.25
3.14
1.97
1.92
2.58
1.66
5.25
0.84

3.3.1. Texture
The percentages of clay, silt and sand were determined with the Bouyoucos soil hydrometer
on two samples at each location. This method is used for quantitive determination of the
distribution of particle sizes in soil (ASTM Methods D421, D422 and E100-05) by measuring
the density of the solved mixed soil sample at different time steps. This method depends on
the fact that sedimentation eliminates from the depth (z) in a time (t) all particles having
settling velocities greater than z/t, while retaining at that depth the original concentration of
particles having settling velocities less than z/t.

3.3.2. Bulk density and initial water content
To obtain the bulk density, BD, and the initial water content, soil sample rings with a known
volume of 100 cm³ were tried to be taken at the 34 measuring points. However, since their
volume was too small to get representative values of the soil BD as the soil contained too
much stony particles, at each location, an extra sample of about one litre was taken and dried
in the oven. The volume of the soil sample was then determined on the spot using screened
sand with a particle size smaller than 1 mm as shown in Figure 3.3. After drying, the fraction
of gravel larger than 2 mm was screened out of the 34 soil samples (Figure 3.4) (ASTM
Method D4914-99).

3.3.3. Organic mater content
The weight percentage of organic matter was obtained by determining the carbon content
using the Walkley end Black method (1934) on two samples for each of the 34 locations.
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Figure 3.3: Sampling method for Bulk Density

Figure 3.4: Gravel fractions > 2 mm

3.4. Mapping methodology
To create a digital terrain model (DTM) of the area, height was measured with a theodolite at
2303 different locations in the watershed. At the same time, points located in the water
conducting structures were also located. This resulted in a map of height points and channel
points with relative X and Y coordinates. To obtain a map with a resolution of 5 m, half of the
height points (dataset dtmA) were interpolated using ordinary kriging. Therefore, a variogram
of the measured height data was created using VARIOWIN software (1996). The other half of
the dataset with height points (dtmB) was used to validate the interpolated DTM. Each point
of this second dataset is compared with the predicted value for the same location. The quality
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can than be assessed visually by plotting the errors, statistically with the error histogram and
statistics, or by using some validation indices:
•

The Mean Estimation Error (MEE (m)) is a measure of the bias of the interpolation. It can
both be negative or positive, but should be close to zero when the estimation is unbiased:

MEE =

1 n *
⋅ ∑ ( z ( xi ) − z ( x i ))
n i =1

(Eq. 3.2)

where:
n = number of validation points
z*(xi) = height estimation at location xi (m)
z(xi) = height measurement at location xi (m)
•

The Root Mean Squared Estimation Error (RMSEE (m)) should be as small as possible. It
is a good index to compare different interpolation methods. Extreme values have more
influence on the RMSEE than on the MEE:

[

1 n *
RMSEE =
⋅ ∑ z ( xi ) − z( xi )
n i =1

•

]

2

(Eq. 3.3)

To prevent that the RMSEE becomes to sensitive to outliers, the Mean Absolute
Estimation Error (MAEE (m)) is introduced:

MAEE =

•

1 n *
⋅ ∑ z ( xi ) − z( xi )
n i =1

(Eq. 3.4)

Relative variance (RV (m)) evaluates the accuracy of the kriging variance as a prediction
of the interpolation error. Its ideal value is 1:
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[

*
1 n z ( xi ) − z ( xi )
RV = ⋅ ∑
n i =1
est var( x i )

]

2

(Eq. 3.5)

with: est var (xi) = the estimation variance at location xi.
•

The linear relationship between the estimation value and the measured value is indicated
by the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (r). A good correlation (r = 1), and thus a perfect
linear relationship, does not necessary mean a good estimation. Only in case of a linear
relation, following the 1:1 line, the fit is perfect:

r=

n

n

i =1

i =1

n

n ⋅ ∑ z * ( xi ) ⋅ z ( x i ) − ∑ z * ( x i ) ⋅ ∑ z ( x i )
i =1

n

n

n

i =1

i =1

i =1

(Eq. 3.6)

(n ⋅ ∑ z * ( x i ) 2 − (∑ z * ( x i )) 2 ) ⋅ (n ⋅ ∑ z ( x i ) 2 − (∑ z ( x i )) 2 )

The UTM coordinates of the 34 soil samples, together with those of the water channels were
recorded with a Garmin extrax vista GPS. As some points were known in both reference
systems (relative and UTM), all objects received the same reference system by applying
georeferencing, using IDRISI.

The same ordinary kriging technique could not be applied to create maps from the soil
characteristics from the 34 different soil sample locations. In isotropic situations, 100
observations are a minimum to obtain a reliable variogram to apply ordinary kriging.
Therefore, the values of the different variables at each location were estimated from a simple
inverse distance interpolation.

3.5. Sediment load
The equation of Nearing et al. (1997) (equation 2.42) and the equation of Biesemans (2000)
(equation 2.43) to obtain unit sediment load from stream power, were also compared with the
measurements from the six rainfall simulations using relative validation indices:
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•

The Pearson correlation, r, between the estimates and the measured values is calculated,
giving an idea of the linear relation between them. Its ideal value is 1.

•

The Modelling Efficiency (EF) is an index that indicates how efficient a certain estimation
(p) is in comparison to taking the overall mean of the observed data (omean), where N
varies from 1 (being a perfect fit) over 0 (the estimation are not better than the overall
mean of the observed data) to -∞ (estimations are less efficient than the average).

N

∑(p
EF = 1 −

j =1

− o j )2
(Eq. 3.7)

N

∑ (o
j =1

j

j

− o mean )

2

where N is the number of data pairs.
•

The Coefficient of Residual Mass (CRM) gives an indication of the bias.

N

∑p
CRM = 1 −

j =1

(Eq. 3.8)

N

∑o
j =1

•

j

j

The Coefficient of Determination (CD) is an indication between the spreading of the
measured values and the spreading of the estimated values. CD can thus become larger
than 1 if the spreading of the measured values is larger than that of the estimated values.

N

∑ (o
CD =

j =1

j

− o mean ) 2

j

− o mean )

(Eq. 3.9)

N

∑(p
j =1

2
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Rainfall analysis
4.1.1. Moving average
The figures in Appendix A show the moving averages together with the original annual
rainfall data. The smoothing effect when larger moving average time intervals are used can be
seen in these graphics. No underlying repeating patterns can be recognised in these plots. The
moving average technique did not show a clear minimum interval length that could be used to
calculate representative yearly rainfall data.

4.1.2. Frequency analysis
From the frequency analysis, carried out with the RAINBOW program (Raes et al., 1996), a
lognormal distribution function gave the best fit with the data from the three weather stations
(Table 4.1). From this distribution function, return periods and probability of exceedance
were obtained (Table 4.2).

Table 4.1: r² values for the yearly rainfalldata of the three weather stations fitted to a lognormal
distribution function

r²

La Serena

Las Cardas

Pan de Azùcar

1869-1960

1964-1993

1990-2002

0.95

0.92

0.95
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Table 4.2: Return periods and probability of exceedence for diffrent events for the three weather stations

Return period

Probability of

(year)

Exceedance (%)

Event (mm)

La Serena

Las Cardas

Pan de Azùcar

20

5

347.7

305.3

615.3

10

10

264

218.4

386.6

6.67

15

219.3

174.2

282.5

5

20

189.2

145.6

220.1

4

25

166.7

124.8

177.8

3.33

30

148.8

108.7

146.7

2.86

35

133.9

95.6

122.8

2.5

40

121.2

84.7

103.7

2.22

45

110.1

75.3

88.1

2

50

100.1

67.1

75.1

1.82
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91

59.7

63.9

1.67

60

82.7

53.1

54.3

1.54

65

74.8

47

45.9

1.43

70

67.3

41.4

38.4

1.33

75

60.1

36

31.7

1.25

80

52.9

30.9

25.6

1.18

85

45.7

25.8

19.9

1.11

90

37.9

20.6

14.6

1.05

95

28.8

14.7

9.2

From Table 4.2 it can bee seen that the probability of annual rainfall amounts differ for the
three weather stations. As the dataset for La Serena was larger than the datasets of Las Cardas
and Pan de Azùcar, the obtained cumulative distribution function fitted to the La Serena
dataset probably yielded more realistic retour periods than the two other datasets. It should
however be mentioned that these return periods and exceedence probabilities were obtained
from non-overlapping periods, with different length, which makes it difficult to compare these
obtained values.
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The results of rainfall frequency analysis are especially useful when modelling erosion with
event based models. Although this would require at least daily rainfall data. Together with the
characteristics of the watershed stream power and unit sediment loss could for instance be
modelled.

4.1.3. Modified Fournier Index and Precipitation Concentration Index
For the weather stations La Serena, Las Cardas and Pan de Azùcar, the following values were
obtained (Table 4.3):

Table 4.3: MFI1, MFI2, PCI1 and PCI2 for the three weather stations in the Coquimbo region

MFI1

PCI1

MFI2

PCI2

Pan de Azùcar (15 year)

27.62

24.40

53.06

48.00

La Serena (92 year)

26.92

21.22

51.87

41.56

Las Cardas (30 year)

23.79

25.32

54.08

49.69

The MFI values can now be compared to the classification proposed by the CORINE-report
(1992) (Table 4.4) and the PCI values to the classification proposed by Michiels at al. (1992)
(Table 4.5).

Table 4.4: MFI classification according to the CORINE report (1992)

MFI
<60

Very low

60-90

Low

90-120

Moderate

120-160

High

>160

Very high
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Table 4.5: PCI1 and PCI2 classification according to Michiels et al. (1992)

PCI

PCI1

PCI2

<10

Uniform

Uniform

11-15

Moderately seasonal

Moderately concentrated

16-20

Seasonal

Concentrated

21-50

Strongly seasonal

Strongly concentrated

>50

Isolated

Isolated

Although the rainfall data were collected from three different weather stations, for different
periods, Table 4.3 shows that all the indices are similar for the three weather stations. MFI2 is
higher than MFI1 because the rain distribution differs from year to year. Both MFI’s are
however smaller than 60, which according top the CORINE report (Table 4.4) is very low. As
MFI1 is related to the rainfall erosivity, the rainfall erosivity might thus also be expected to be
very low. The PCI1 indicates a strongly seasonal distribution and the PCI2 indicates a strongly
concentrated temporal distribution. The MFI1 value shall be used to calculate the erosivity
factor, R, of the RUSLE equation.

All three of these rainfall analysis methods indicate high variability on the annual rainfall
amounts. To obtain a good estimation of average annual erosion, a sufficiently long dataset
will be necessary to obtain representative rainfall data.

4.2. Determination of Kfs
When comparing the Guelph permeameter Kfs values determined with a 5 cm water head with
those measured with 10 cm water head (Figure 4.1), both seem to agree quite well. Kfs
calculated for a height of 10 cm seems to be slightly higher than the value obtained with a
height of 5 cm. This could be explained by the fact that the measurement at 10 cm water head
is always performed after the 5 cm measurement. So if preferential pathways are formed
(which probably happens more frequently at water head of 10 cm than at 5 cm water head)
they result in a higher hydraulic conductivity.
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Kfs 10 cm (m s-1)

8.E-05
6.E-05
4.E-05

1st measurement
2nd measurement

2.E-05
0.E+00
0.E+0 2.E-05 4.E-05 6.E-05 8.E-05
0
Kfs 5 cm (m s-1)

Figure 4.1: First measurement couple

The Kfs data are assumed to follow a lognormal statistic distribution (Reymolds et al. (2000).
When plotting the overall geometric mean (of log-transformed Kfs data) as a function of their
location a high short distance variability can be observed (Figure 4.2). One explanation for the
observed variation could be measuring errors. These could be due to preferential pathways or
by breaking the soil crust when the ring is inserted into the ground in case of high Kfs values.
Erroneous low measurements can be the result of slaking, when the water enters the dry soil
and entrapped air explodes, destroying the soil structure. However, this is perhaps the case for
some values, but it seems more presumable that the variability is caused by the true Kfs
variability in the field.

-9
-10
ln(Kfs)

-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

location
average ln(Kfs)

ln(Kfs1)

ln(K fs2)

Figure 4.2: Mean of both data couples and overall mean for each location for lognormal transformed Kfs data
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Rainfall simulations were carried out at 6 points in the watershed, resulting in 6 Kfs values
which were obtained using Philips equation (1957). In Figure 4.3, the hence obtained values

average rainfall simulation
-1
Kfs observation (m s )

are compared to the Kfs values obtained with the constant head ring permeameter.

4.E-05
3.E-05
2.E-05
1.E-05
0.E+00
0.E+00

1.E-05

2.E-05

3.E-05

4.E-05
-1

average Kfs Guelph observation (m s )

Figure 4.3: Scatter plot of rainfall simulation Kfs versus Guelph Kfs

There seems to be no clear relation between the Kfs values obtained with the ring Guelph
permeameter and the ones obtained with the rainfall simulator. Five of the six Kfs values
obtained with the rainfall simulator are, however, smaller than the values obtained with the
Guelph permeameter, but considering the high variability on the obtained values, and the fact
that there are only six pairs, this observed trend may not be generalised. If this trend would
still be observed with more data pairs, soil surface sealing, caused by raindrop impact could
be a possible explanation for the lower Kfs values obtained with the rainfall simulator.
The Kfs values measured with the constant-head ring permeameter were further compared
with the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks, estimated with eight different PTF’s (Equations
2.15 to 2.22) (Figures 4.4 a to h). In some comparing studies (Gupta et al. 1993; Heinen et al.,
1990), Kfs is a factor two, or more, smaller than Ks. In this study, Kfs is not multiplied by a
factor to obtain the corresponding Ks because there is no relation established between both of
these hydraulic conductivity variables for the soil of the watershed.
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a) Cosby et al. (1984)

b) Puckett et al. (1985)
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e) Campbell and Shiozawa
(1994)
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Figure 4.4: Scatter plots of the natural log-transformed PTF and Guelph Kfs values
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These scatter plots (Figures 4.4 a to h) demonstrate that most of the PTFs fail to explain the
variability of the Kfs values measured with the Guelph permeameter. Most of the PTF
estimates are also lower than the measured. The reason for the higher variability in the PTF
estimations of Jabro (1992) (Figure 4.4 d) is because this PTF takes the bulk density into
account. These BD values also showed high variability due to the occurrence or absence of
stones in the soil samples used to determine the BD. In the formula of Jabro (1992), Ks
becomes higher when BD has lower values. In most cases, the high Ks values of Jabro (1992)
do however not correspond with high Kfs values of the Guelph ring permeameter.
Table 4.6 shows that the best estimates for the average value of all Guelph Kfs measurements
in the watershed (1.72 10-5 m s-1) seem to be those obtained with the PTF’s of Dane and
Puckett (1994) (8.23 10-6 m s-1), Cosby et al. (1984) (8.1 10-6 m s-1) and Jabro (1992) (2.17
10-5 ms-1). But after performing a t-test to compare the averages of the PTF’s with the average
measured Kfs for the entire watershed, only the PTF of Jabro (1992) seemed be able to predict
a mean which does not statistically differ (at the 0.05 level) from the mean of the measured
values.

Table 4.6: Average PTF Ks values and Guelpg permeameter Kfs values for the entire watershed

Average K(f)s value for the entire watershed (m s-1)
Cosby et al. (1984)

8.10E-06

Puckett et al. (1985)

1.92E-06

Saxton et al. (1986)

3.21E-06

Jabro (1992)

2.14E-05

Campbell and Shiozawa (1994)

1.14E-08

Dane and Puckett (1994)

8.23E-06

Rosetta SSC (Schaap, 2000)

1.61E-07

Rosetta SSCBD (Schaap, 2000)

1.55E-07

Guelph permeameter Kfs

1.72E-05

When the natural log-transformed PTF Ks estimates are compared to the natural logtransformed Kfs values obtained with the rainfall simulator (Appendix B), the same
conclusions can be taken as with the comparison between natural log-transformed PTF Ks
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estimates and the natural log-transformed Guelph Kfs values, although trends are even less
clear as only six data pairs were available.

In general, none of these PTF’s takes stoniness into account. This could be a possible
explanation why they fail to predict Ks values that approximate the measured individual Kfs
values. Therefore, for each of the 34 locations, not only the mass percentage of sand, silt and
clay was determined, but also the bulk density and the mass percentage of soil particles
exceeding 2 mm. In Table 4.7, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, r, between the Kfs
permeameter values or the natural log-transformed (Reynolds et al., 2000) Kfs permeameter
values on the one hand, and these soil properties on the other hand is shown. Most
correlations are low, indicating a low linear relation between the soil properties and de Kfs and
ln(Kfs) values. This is also indicated in the scatter plots of the different soil properties and the
Kfs and ln(Kfs) values (Appendix C).

Table 4.7: Pearson correlations for Guelph Kfs and natural log-transformed Guelph Kfs values in function
of different soil properties

sand

silt

clay

BD

%>2 mm

Kfs Guelph measurement

-0.062

0.134

-0.099

-0.485

-0.179

ln(Kfs Guelph measurement)

-0.033

0.135

-0.068

-0.386

-0.141

4.3. Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
To create and validate a DTM, the original dataset, containing 2303 height measurements,
called dtm, was split into two datasets (dtmA and dtmB). To make sure that both of them are
equally distributed, the locations of the points, the statistics and the histograms of both
datasets were compared with each other and the original dataset, which is illustrated in
Figures 4.5 to 4.10. It shows that the three datasets have the same geographical and statistical
distribution.
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Figure 4.5: Location map of all the dtm data points

Figure 4.6: Histogram of all the dtm data points
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Figure 4.7: Location map of the dtmA data points

Figure 4.8: Histogram of the dtmA data points
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Figure 4.9: Location map of the dtmB data points

Figure 4.10: Histogram of the dtmB dataset

All possible combinations of pairs in the first dataset, dtmA, were created and sorted by lagdistance with the program PREVAR2D in a pair comparison file (PCF). From this PCF, the
experimental variogram was calculated using the VARIOWIN program VARIO2D. This
experimental variogram was then used to choose a variogram model using the VARIOWIN
program MODEL (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.11: Experimental and fitted model

Although most DTM variograms follow a Gaussian model, here a power model seemed to fit
better to the experimental variogram. This might be explained by the valley shape and
gradually increasing height of the study area. The shape of the area implies a non-stationary
mean and an increase in variance when lag distance increases. This resulted in a model with
characteristics as summarized in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Variogram characteristics of the dtmA dataset

Direction

0 (omnidirectional)

Model

Power model

Power

1.55

Slope

0.22

Anisotropy

1 (omnidirectional)

Using this variogram model, ordinary kriging was applied with KT3D on the dtmA dataset to
estimate height for a 5-meter resolution grid together with its ordinary kriging variance
(Figures 4.12 and 4.13).
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Figure 4.12: Resulting ordinary kriging map

Figure 4.13: The resulting ordinary kriging variance
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•

Visual evaluation

Figure 4.14: Locations and values of the errors (estimated value-true value)

From Figure 4.14 it can be seen that the highest deviations occur in the southern, higher part
of the watershed. This results from the more irregular geomorphology in that part, compared
to the more regular, smoother lower northern part of the study area.
•

Statistical evaluation

Figure 4.15: Histogram and statistics of the errors (estimated value-true value)
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From the histogram (Figure 4.15) it can be seen that most of the error is sharply delimited to
the area close to zero. Very few outliers occur. The mean is around zero, so the interpolation
did not cause any bias. The standard deviation is 0.92 m.
•

Validation indices

Table 4.9: Validation indices

MEE

-0.067

RMSEE

0.921

MAEE

0.614

RV

0.391

r

0.999

The slightly negative MEE of –0.067 m, indicates that the estimated values by average lay 6,7
cm lower than the measured values. This is negligible compared to the variance of the height
in the watershed, so the ordinary kriging interpolation method did not cause a clear bias. And
even if there would be a bias, it would not matter for the further erosion estimations, because
their calculation only depends of relative height differences, and not of absolute height values.

The RMSEE of 0.921 m seems quite low, and is an acceptable error value although no other
estimation methods were used to compare this index to that of an other interpolation method.

The average absolute deviation as indicated by the MAEE of 0.614 m resembles the
magnitude of the average error. The MAEE is however smaler than the RMSEE, indicating
that there are some high errors in the validation dataset.

In ideal situations, the kriging variance can be used as a prediction of the interpolation error,
resulting in a RV value of 1. Here, its value is 0.391, so the kriging variance overestimates the
interpolation error, which is rather unusual. Normally, the kriging variance is smaller than the
underlying variance, due to the smoothing effect of the interpolation method.
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The Pearson correlation (0.999) indicates a very good linear relation between the measured
and the estimated heights for the different locations. This is mainly due to the relatively low
error value compared to the absolute height values for the different points.

4.4. RUSLE
4.4.1. R factor
For this study, 30-minute interval rainfall measurements were only available for the years
2004 and 2005 at the INIA station of Pan De Azùcar, but not over longer periods. The
erosivity R values obtained with the method of Renard et al. (1997) for 2004 and 2005 were
117 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1 and 33 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1. Because of the wide range of these values,
which is a result of the high variability in rainfall distribution, they can not be used to
calculate a representative average rainfall erosivity factor, R. Therefore, R was estimated with
the method proposed by Valenzuela et al. (2004) for the Coquimbo region, Equation (2.32),
using the Modified Fournier index of averaged data (MFI1) (Arnoldus, 1980) where only
average monthly (Pi) and average annual (PA) rainfall data are needed (Table 4.10).

Table 4.10 R values for the three weather stations

Name of the

Years of

Distance from the

R factor according to

meteorological station available data

study watershed (km) Valenzuela et al. (2004)

La Serena

92

50

45.4

Las Cardas

30

7

40.2

Pan De Azùcar

15

40

46.6

As mentioned above, the MFI1 values were similar for the three stations. Therefore, the
obtained R values are also similar to each other. In further calculations, the erodibility factor
from the station of Las Cardas (40.2 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1) will be used as it was calculated for a
period of 30 years, and as it is located most closely to the study area.

4.4.2. K factor
From the 34 measurement locations, inverse distance interpolation maps were made using
INTERPOL in IDRISI for the following soil properties: organic matter content, silt content,
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sand content and Kfs (from Guelph ring permeameter). The Kfs interpolation map was then
reclassed into the different permeability classes (p) (see Table 2.4, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1951) using RECLASS in IDRISI. A structure class (s) 2 (fine crumb) was taken
for the entire study area. A map (mapK1; Figure 4.16) with K values (ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm1

) for each location was then determined from these maps using IMAGE CALCULATOR in

IDRISI with the algebraic approximation of the nomograph by Wischmeier et al. (1971),
developed by Wischmeier and Smith (1978) (see Equation 2.33).

The texture index M is normally equal to: %(2-100 µm) x (%loam + %sand). But as the
percentage of particle size class 2-100 µm was not known, this percentage was in this study
replaced by the percentage of silt (2-50 µm).

Figure 4.16: MapK1: K values calculated from interpolated data

When K values were first calculated for each location and then interpolated, a smoother
interpolation surface is obtained (mapK2), as there is no longer a direct visual discretizing
effect of the permeability classes (Figure 4.17).
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Figure 4.17: MapK2: K values interpolated out of 34 K values

Both of the obtained K maps show the same spatial distribution, radial around the
measurement points. It is very unlikely that this is also the true spatial distribution.
Considering the strong variation on the Kfs input, the K values themselves show less variation.
The histograms (Figures 4.18 and 4.19) indicate a normal distribution with a mean of 0.0127
ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1 and a standard deviation of 0.0025 ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1 for mapK1
and a mean of 0.0125 ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1 and standard deviation of 0.0023 t ha h ha-1
MJ-1 mm-1 for mapK2.
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Figure 4.18: Histogram and statistics of MapK1

Figure 4.19:Histogram and statistics of MapK2
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Considering the fact that the obtained distribution of K in both mapK1 and mapK2 is
probably for most interpolated points not the true K value, and the low variance on the
obtained K value, an overall average for the 34 K factors at 34 locations (0.0119 ton ha h ha-1
MJ-1 mm-1) shall be used in further calculations instead of the distribution maps mapK1 and
mapK2. When the PTF of Jabro (1992) is used, a K value of 0.0103 ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1 is
obtained, which lays in the standard deviation intervals around the mean of mapK1 and
mapK2.

The 6 rainfall simulations that were carried out make it possible to make an estimate of K. For
each rainfall simulation, the rainfall distribution, the slope, the length, and soil loss are
known. So R, L, S and A could be calculated (Table 4.11), from which K (ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1
mm-1) could be inversely obtained:

K=

A
R⋅L⋅S

(Eq. 4.1)

Table 4.11: RUSLE factors for the 6 rainfall simulations

Rainfall

R

L

S

A

simulation

K from

K from

K from

A/RLS

rainsim Kfs

Guelph Kfs

1

931.28

0.42

1.98

3.03

0.0039

0.0109

0.0118

2

1654.25

0.43

1.75

7.32

0.0059

0.0118

0.0062

3

1731.12

0.43

1.85

0.92

0.0007

0.0061

0.0066

4

2014.69

0.42

2.03

3.51

0.0020

0.0089

0.0129

5

2227.07

0.44

1.48

2.73

0.0019

0.0182

0.0098

6

1999.40

0.41

2.25

5.70

0.0031

0.0149

0.0096

When these six K factors are compared with those calculated from the permeameter and
rainfall simulation Kfs, the following scatter plot is obtained (Figure 4.20):
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Figure 4.20: Scatter plot of the three calculated K values for the six rainfall simulations

In general, both of the K factors obtained with permeameter and rainfall simulations Kfs
values result in a higher value than those K values obtained inversely from measured A, R, L
and S values. This indicates that the algebraic approximation of the nomograph by
Wischmeier et al. (1971), developed by Wischmeier and Smith (1978) overestimates the K
factor for at least these six rainfall simulation locations in the study watershed and probably
also for the entire watershed. It should however be noted that the calculation of a R factor for
one rainfall (simulation) event could yield unrealistic R values as the method to calculate R is
based on rainfall data for several years, containing several rainfall events. An other
explanation could be that the used raindrops distribution size from the rainfall simulator might
be to small, or the hight of the sprinklers was to low.

When the different rainfall simulations are compared with each other, each simulation has
different R, L, S and A values, which must thus be taken into consideration (Table 4.11).

4.4.3. LS factor
The length-slope factor, LS was calculated from the DTM with the functions RUNOFF,
SLOPE and IMAGE CALCULATOR in IDRISI, using the method proposed by Moore et al.
(1986a, 1986b) (Equation 2.40).
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This was done for several resolutions (1, 5 and 10 m). The runoff map obtained with a DTM
having a resolution of 5 m resembled most the channel network, which was measured with a
GPS. Therefore, the LS calculations were carried out with a 5-meter resolution DTM. RUSLE
only accounts for rill and interrill erosion. Therefore, runoff values higher than 150 pixel units
(3750 m²), which is the threshold value for cells in the channel network, were reclassed to a
value of 0. This gave the map (mapLS) as illustrated in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21: MapLS

In general, the obtained LS values seem quite high (Figures 4.21 and 4.22). But those high
values occur on the steeper slopes of the watershed, which are much steeper than 9% resulting
in an LS factor larger than one.
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Figure 4.22: Histogram and statistics of the LS values in mapLS

4.4.4. Soil Loss, A
The average potential annual soil loss, A (ton ha-1 y-1), was calculated using equation (2.23).
This is done in IDRISI using IMAGE CALCULATOR, where R is 40.2 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1, K
is 0.0119 ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1, and LS are the values of mapLS. The resulting map (Figure
4.23) shows the average soil loss per pixel of 5 x 5 m in ton ha-1 y-1. The variation of the
calculated potential soil loss only results from the variation of the LS factor as R and K were
taken constant over the entire watershed. The A values of Figure 4.23 were reclassed
according to the classification used by the Land Management Administration of the Flemish
Community (AMINAL, 2001) (Figure 4.24).
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Figure 4.23: Map of estimated rill and interrill soil loss

Figure 4.24 : Potential erosion classes (ton ha-1 y-1) according to the classification of AMINAL (2001)
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The resulting estimated absolute values are unlikely to be very good estimates because of the
following reasons:
•

the K factors inversely calculated from the rainfall simulations was sometimes more than
ten times higher than the K factor calculated using the Kfs values.

•

RUSLE is an empirical model, designed for homogeneous agricultural fields in North
America. While the soil in the study area is heterogeneous and subjected to an arid
climate. The lack of data to calibrate and validate the RUSLE model makes it difficult to
asses the validity of the RUSLE model.

•

the lack of adequate rainfall data to calculate a good average erosivity factor, R.

It should be mentioned that RUSLE is a field scaled model, thus it can not be directly used to
estimate the amount of sediment leaving the watershed, because some portions of the eroded
soil may be deposited while travelling to the watershed outlet. To account for these processes,
the sediment delivery ratio (SDR) for a given watershed can be used. The SDR gives the
relation between the total sediment transported to the outlet of the watershed and the total
sediment eroded from hillslopes. This was however not done in this study because there is no
such relation available and there were also no sediment measurements to obtain such a
relation.

Nevertheless, the map (Figure 4.24) gives an indication of erosion susceptibility within the
study area and could already be used to plan sight specific erosion control measures, such as
infiltration furrows.

The statistics of the histogram show that the overall mean for the rill and interrill RUSLE
potential erosion in the watershed is 9.5 ton ha-1 y-1 (Figure 4.25). This value should be put
into perspective because, as mentioned earlier, the K factor alone seemed 10 times lower
when obtained directly from rainfall simulations instead of Kfs values. The cropping factor, C,
and the management factor, P, are not considered, allowing only an estimation of potential
erosion in this study. The true erosion (no ploughing, some vegetation cover) will probably be
lower.
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Figure 4.25 : Histogram of the estimated rill and interreill soil loss

4.5. Stream power
In Figure 4.26, the sediment loads obtained from the six rainfall simulations in the study area
are compared to the values calculated with equation (2.43) of Biesemans (2000) and equation
(2.42) of Nearing et al. (1997).
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Figure 4.26: Measured and estimated unit sediment load
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Table 4.12 shows the validation indexes for the equation of Nearing et al. (1997) and
Biesemans (2000).

Table 4.12: validation results

Nearing et al.

Biesemans

(1997)

(2000)

r

0.66

0.68

EF

-1.12

-65.14

CRM

-0.69

-5.96

CD

0.31

0.01

Table 4.12 shows that both the equation of Nearing et al. (1997) and Biesemans (2000) yield
similar Pearson correlation coefficients (respectively 0.66 and 0.68), indicating a moderate
linear relation between the estimates and the measured values. EF values indicate, however,
neither the equation of Nearing et al. (1997), nor that of Biesemans (2000) yield estimates
which are better than the overall mean of all sediment measurements. Nevertheless, Nearing
et al. (1997) obtained better values than Biesemans (2000). Both Nearing et al. (1997) and
Biesemans (2000) have a slightly negative bias, where the estimates of Biesemans (2000) in
general give higher negative values than Nearing et al. (1997). Nearing et al. (1997) also
obtained a better CD than Biesemans (2000), indicating that the spread of the estimates made
with the method of Nearing et al. (1997) resembles closer to the spread of the measured valus
than the spread of the estimates made with the method of Biesemans (2000).

In general, the equation of Nearing et al. (1997) yields better estimates than the equation of
Biesemans (2000). This can be explained by the fact that the equation of Nearing et al. (1997)
does not account for rainfall detachment, resulting in lower unit sediment loads than
Biesemans (2000), who’s equation does accounts for rain effects. And as sediment transport
seems lower than predicted with Biesemans (2000), it can be concluded that the rainfall
simulations carried out in the watershed yield lower sediment transports values than the 133
laboratory rainfall simulations used by Biesemans (2000). This lower soil erodibility was also
shown when the K factor was inversely calculated from the rainfall simulations and compared
to K values obtained from the algebraic approximation of the nomograph by Wischmeier et
al. (1971), developed by Wischmeier and Smith (1978) (see chapter 4.6.2.).
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Some possible explanations for these lower erodibility and unit sediment transport values
could be the high concentration of stones in the soil, protecting the soil against raindrop
impact or reducing the availability of detachable and transportable soil material. Possible
crust formation could be another reason for the lower values. Unfortunately, both crust
formation and stoniness were not quantified and analysed in such a way that their effect could
be implemented into these soil loss or unit sediment load equations.

Although it is also not known how well the simulated rain represents natural rainfall events. It
could be that natural rainfall events have higher kinetic energy values than the simulated rain,
because the raindrop size distribution was to low, or because the water pressure was to low.
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The Guelph measurements showed high variability both on repetitions at the same location as
in space. There was also no clear relation between the Kfs values of the 6 rainfall simulations
and those obtained with the Guelph. Although this could be because there were only six data
couples available.

When these measured values were than compared to estimations made by 8 PTF’s (Campbell
and Shiozawa (1994), Cosby et al. (1984), Jabro (1992), Puckett et al. (1985), Dane and
Puckett (1994), Saxton et al. (1986), Rosetta SSC (Schaap, 2000), Rosetta SSCBD (Schaap,
2000)). None of the used PTF’s was however able to estimate good individual estimations for
each sampling point, as most of the PTF’s estimated more constant low values. For an overall
estimation of a Ks value for the entire watershed however, Jabro (1992) did obtain an
estimation that was not statistically different from the average of the 34 Guelph
measurements. These higher values estimated by Jabro (1992) are caused by the occurrence of
stones in the soil samples, which results in higher BD’s and thus cause higher Ks estimates.
The fact that the PTF’s do not succeed to represent the variability of the measured Kfs values
could be explained by the fact that, except for the PTF of Jabro (1992), none of these PTF’s
accounts for the effect of stones in the soil on hydraulic conductivity.

Moving averages on annual rainfall data from La Serena did not show an underlying cyclic
pattern. MFI’s and PCI’s, obtained from the weather stations of La Serena, Las Cardas and
Pan de Azùcar indicated similar rainfall characteristics for all three weather stations: strongly
concentrated and strongly seasonal low amounts of rainfall

From the three closest weather stations, none had rainfall data over sufficient short intervals,
e.g. 10 or 30 minute interval, over sufficient long periods. Therefore, the erosivity factor, R,
of the RUSLE was approximated using the linear regression between MFI1 and R obtained by
Valenzuela et al. (2004). Therefore, MFI1 data over 30 year from the closest weather station
in Las Cardas were used. For the K factor, an overall average of the entire watershed was
used. As its spatial variability was so high, the error would not be bigger than when an
interpolated value would have been used for each pixel. The K values themselves did not vary
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that much, but inverse calculation from the rainfall simulations showed that the algebraic
approximation of the nomograph by Wischmeier et al. (1971), developed by Wischmeier and
Smith (1978) can overestimate the true erodibility with a factor 10. As RUSLE was applied
on a watershed scale, and not on field scale, the LS factor was calculated using the equation
of Moore et al. (1986a, 1986b) (Equation 2.40). The R and K factor were considered to be
constant over the watershed, implying that the spatial pattern of the estimated potential soil
loss for rill and interrill erosion is caused only by the LS factor. The obtained values of
potential soil loss for the watershed give an idea of the spatial distribution of erosion, but the
values themselves are very unlikely to be good estimations, because:
•

The R factor was estimated using the linear regression between MFI1 and R of Valenzuela
et al (2004). Where R itself was already an estimation of the R calculated with the RUSLE
method.

•

From the rainfall simulations, inversely calculated K values were up to ten times lower
than the K values obtained with the algebraic approximation of the nomograph by
Wischmeier et al. (1971), developed by Wischmeier and Smith (1978)

•

RUSLE is an empirical model, based on observations. So validation is necessary to see if
the model can be applied in a region with other circumstances (climate, soil properties,
land use,…) than the regions were it was created. The obtained values in this study were
not validated as there were no validation data available. The high variability of the scarce
rainfall also asks for data over long periods, to obtain representative average annual
estimations.

Because of the high variability of the rainfall, an event based model would probably yield
better estimates, but than, accurate data of each used rainfall event would be needed, which
are not always available.

When the unit sediment load, measured from the 6 rainfall simulations is plotted in function
of the stream power, and compared to the relations obtained by Nearing et al (1997) and
Biesemans (2000), it could be seen that the measured sediment load is smaller than the
estimates of Biesemans (2000) and comparable with those of Nearing et al. (1997). As the
equation of Biesemans (2000) was obtained from rainfall simulation data, while the equation
of Nearing et al. (1997) was obtained for flow experiments without rainfall, the measurement
data from the rainfall simulations are lower than expected. This trend was also observed when
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erodibility, K was inversely calculated from the rainfall simulations. The reasons for these
lower values are however not so sure. Crust formation or stoniness might be a possible
reason, but these effects are not clearly quantified in this study. Therefore, it might be
interesting for further studies to determine the effects of stones or crust formation on the
physical characteristics of the soil. But then still a good method to quantify stoniness will be
needed.
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INLEIDING

In ariede en semi ariede gebieden liggen zowel water als winderosie vaak aan de basis van
land degradatie. Variabele en langdurige droogtes samen met overbegrazing verminderen er
de vegetatiebedekking, waardoor sporadische regenbuien met hoge intensiteit nog meer
watererosie veroorzaken. Bodemverlies en vermindering van bodemvruchtbaarheid zorgen
voor een verdere vermindering van de fysische, chemische, biologische en dus ook
economische potentiaal van deze bodems.

Efficiënte maatregelen om verwoestijning en effecten van droogte tegen te gaan zijn volgens
de UNCCD (United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification, 1996) dan ook gebaseerd
op goede systematische observaties, doorgedreven wetenschappelijke kennis, en continue
evaluatie.
Het in kaart brengen van erosiegevoelige gebieden, zowel op grote als op kleine schaal, is een
eerste stap bij de planning van erosiebestrijding. Veldmetingen en erosiemodelleringen zijn
bij een efficiënte, goede beoordeling onontbeerlijk om de verschillende processen die erosie
beïnvloeden beter te begrijpen.

De bedoeling van deze studie is dan ook om de bruikbaarheid van algemene
erosievergelijkingen, zoals de RUSLE, na te gaan om potentiële erosie en sedimenttransport
te kunnen inschatten. Er zal ook worden nagegaan welke veldmetingen kunnen worden
toegepast in de ariede zone van de Coquimbo Regio in Noord Chili, waarbij een casestudy
werd uitgevoerd voor een stroomgebied in Las Cardas. Dit stroomgebied wordt zoals vele
gebieden in de regio gekenmerkt door: overbegrazing, stenige bodem en schaarse vegetatie,
en kan dus als representatief worden beschouwd voor heel wat gebieden in de regio.

De grootste moeilijkheden bij het toepassen van erosievergelijkingen, sedimenttransport
vergelijkingen of meetmethodes, zijn voor deze regio vooral: het grote gehalte aan stenen in
de bodem en het zeer variabele neerslagregime, welke verschillend zijn van de
omstandigheden waarvoor de vergelijkingen of meetmethodes werden opgesteld.
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STUDIEGEBIED EN OMGEVING

In de Coquimbo regio is akkerbouw beperkt tot de valleien van de drie belangrijkste rivieren
van de regio. De overheersende prairiegebieden worden vaak gebruikt voor begrazing,
meestal geiten, maar ook schapen. Naast akkerbouw en veehouderij is ook mijnbouw een
belangrijke activiteit in de regio. De exploitatie van hoofdzakelijk koper, goud en kwik
zorgen op bepaalde sites voor grote vervuiling van de omgeving, in het bijzonder van het
watersysteem.

Het studiegebied waar de metingen en erosieschattingen voor deze studie plaatsvonden
bevindt zich in de 4e Regio: Coquimbo. Deze Regio bestaat uit drie provincies volgens de drie
rivieren in de regio: Elqui, Limari en Choapa. In totaal zijn er 15 gemeenschappen. Het in het
zuiden van de Coquimbo gemeenschap gelegen stroomgebied maakt deel uit van het 5436 ha
groot experimenteel gebied van het centrum voor studies in ariede gebieden CEZA (Centro de
Estudios de Zonas Aridas) in las Cardas, en is eigendom van de universiteit van Chili
(Universidad de Chile). Het stroomgebied zelf is ongeveer 1800 m lang en 550 m breed,
waarbij het noordelijke deel 405 m boven de zeespiegel ligt en het zuidelijkste deel op 805 m
hoogte ligt.

Temperatuur
De gemiddelde temperatuur vertoont een seizoenaal verloop, waarbij de over het algemeen
vrij hoge temperatuur in de winter (11°C) toch ongeveer 10°C lager ligt dan in de zomer. De
grote dagelijkse temperatuursvariabiliteit wordt duidelijk zichtbaar wanneer de dagelijkse
minimum en maximum temperaturen met elkaar vergeleken worden. Grote verschillen
kunnen allicht verklaard worden door de afwezigheid van een isolerend wolkendek.

Neerslag
Uit de gemiddelde maandelijkse neerslag van drie meteostations blijkt dat de meeste regen
valt in de periode april-augustus terwijl er in de rest van het jaar zo goed als geen neerslag
optreedt. Wanneer voor diezelfde drie meteostations de totale jaarlijkse neerslag geplot wordt
in functie van de tijd blijkt er ook een grote variabiliteit in jaarlijkse neerslaghoeveelheid te
zijn.
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Om onderliggende cyclische trends te achterhalen werd moving average toegepast op de 92
jaar lange dataset van jaarlijkse neerslag van La Serena. Voor de verschillende tijdslengtes (5,
10, 15 tot 70 jaar) werd echter geen duidelijk patroon waargenomen. Voor de drie
meteostations van La Serena, Las Cardas en Pan de Azùcar werd het programma RAINBOW
(Raes en al., 1996) gebruikt om de cumulatieve distributiefunctie te bepalen, waaruit dan de
retourperiode en de kans op overschrijding van verschillende jaarlijkse neerslaghoeveelheden
kon berekend worden. De Modified Fournier Indexen (MFI1 en MFI2) (Arnoldus, 1980) en
Precipitation Concentration Indexen (PCI1 en PCI2) werden ook berekend voor de drie
meteostations. MFI2 was telkens groter dan MFI1, maar beide waren wel steeds kleiner dan 60
wat volgens het CORINE rapport (1992) wijst op een zeer lage hoeveelheid neerslag, waarvan
de distributie verschilt van jaar tot jaar. Volgens de classificatie van Michiels en al. (1992)
wijzen de PCI1 waarden op een sterk seizoenale distributie (tussen 21 en 50), terwijl de PCI2
waarden wijzen op een sterk geconcentreerde temporele distributie (tussen 21 en 50).

Droogte en ariditeit
De ariditeitsindex P/PET (jaarlijkse neerslag / jaarlijkse potentiële evapotranspiratie) kon met
behulp van de Penman-Monteith formule berekend worden voor de jaren 1990 tot 2002. De
nodige klimatologische data kwamen hierbij van het INIA weerstation in Pan de Azùcar. Een
schatting van het aantal uren zonneschijn werd gemaakt met de gegevens van Dubosi en
Ulriksen (1970). De uiteindelijke P/PET waarde van 0.12 ligt tussen 0.03 en 0.2, waardoor het
klimaat volgens de UNCD (1977) als aried kan geclassificeerd worden.

MATERIAAL, METHODES, RESULTATEN EN BESPREKING

Vermits infiltratie een proces is dat erosie sterk beïnvloedt, werd voor het studiegebied
nagegaan hoe infiltratie kan worden gekwantificeerd, meer in het bijzonder de
infiltratiesnelheid bij veldverzadiging, Kfs. Hiervoor werd gebruik gemaakt van het Guelph
mariottensysteem, voorzien van een ring die in de oppervlaktelaag van de bodem wordt
gebracht. Daarnaast werden ook zes regenvalsimulaties uitgevoerd, waaruit bij een gekende
regenintensiteit, en gemeten runoff, Kfs kan bekomen worden met de vergelijking van Philip
(1957). Voor de zes locaties van de regenvalsimulaties bleek er geen duidelijk verband te zijn
tussen de Kfs waarden gemeten met de Guelpg ring en de overeenkomstige Kfs waarden
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bekomen uit de regenvalsimulaties. Bij vijf van de zes locaties blijken de Kfs waarden
bekomen met de Guelph ring infiltrometer wel hoger te liggen dan de waarden bekomen uit
de regenvalsimulaties, hoewel 6 datakoppels met dergelijke hoge variabiliteit wel wat weinig
is om dergelijke trends te herkennen. Vermits de regenvalsimulatie een resultaat geeft,
geïntegreerd over een groter oppervlak dan de Guelph, is het allicht aannemelijk dat de Kfs
waarden van de regenvalsimulaties betere interpolatieschattingen geven dan de Guelph Kfs
waarden. Anderzijds kunnen meer Guelph metingen die variabiliteit ook gaan weergeven, wat
dan weer moeilijker is met de regenvalsimulator vermits om praktische redenen minder
regenvalsimulaties kunnen worden uitgevoerd dan Guelph metingen. Bovendien moet bij elke
regenvalsimulatie dan ook de neerslagverdeling goed gekend zijn (windstil, gelijke
drukverdeling, kalibratie onder gelijkaardige omstandigheden) om dan samen met de gemeten
runoff de cumulatieve infiltratie te kunnen bepalen.

De 34 locaties waarvoor gemiddelde Kfs waarden werden gemeten met de Guelph ring werden
dan ook vergeleken met schattingen gemaakt met pedotransfer functies (PTF’s). Geen enkele
van de gebruikte PTF’s, bleek in staat te zijn om goede overeenkomstige individuele Kfs
waarden te genereren. De oorzaak hiervan zou kunnen liggen bij de incorrecte meting door de
Guelph ring infiltrometer. Het is echter veel aannemelijker dat de gebruikte PTF’s er niet in
slagen om de grote variabiliteit weer te geven. Belangrijke factoren als stenigheid werden
bijvoorbeeld niet in rekening gebracht. Wanneer het gemiddelde van de Guelph Kfs metingen
met een t-test (betrouwbaarheidsinterval: 0.05) vergeleken wordt met het gemiddelde van de
PTF Ks waarden blijkt Jabro (1992) echter wel een gemiddelde Ks waarde te bekomen die
gelijk is aan de gemiddelde Guelph Kfs waarde. Jabro (1992) brengt immers ook BD in
rekening, waardoor de variabiliteit op de Ks schattingen ook vrij groot is.
Omdat runoff de graad van erosie mee gaat bepalen, was een goed digitaal terrein model
(DTM) nodig om ook runoff in te schatten. Hiervoor werd de hoogte opgemeten voor 2303
verschillende locaties, waarna met de helft van deze punten een interpolatiekaart werd
aangemaakt, gebruik makend van VARIOWIN software (1996). De andere helft van de
punten werd dan gebruikt om de via ordinary kriging bekomen kaart te valideren. Er werden
interpolatiekaarten gemaakt voor verschillende resoluties (1x1, 5x5 en 10x10 m). Uiteindelijk
werd de interpolatiekaart met een resolutie van 5x5 m gekozen omdat die een runoff kaart
genereerde die best aansloot bij het met de GPS gemeten kanaalnetwerk. Uit de visuele
validatie van de geïnterpoleerde hoogtekaart bleek dat in het zuidelijke deel van het
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stroomgebied de afwijkingen tussen de gemeten waarden en de geïnterpoleerde waarde groter
waren. Dit kan verklaard worden door de hogere ruwheid in dat deel van het stroomgebied,
wat dus ook leid tot een minder goede interpolatie schatting. Desondanks bedraagt de
standaardafwijking voor het volledige stroomgebied maar 0.92 m.

RUSLE

Om dan aan de hand van de metingen van de verschillende parameters en het DTM potentiële
erosie in kaart te brengen werd gebruikt gemaakt van de Revised Universal Soil Loss
Equation (RUSLE) (Renard et al., 1997). Deze vergelijking bestaat uit verschillende factoren
die met elkaar worden vermenigvuldigd om tot een gemiddelde jaarlijkse hoeveelheid
bodemverlies, A, veroorzaakt door rill en interrill erosie te komen (ton ha-1 jaar-1). Hierbij
geeft elke factor de relatie weer tussen erosie in een bepaalde situatie, en de referentiesituaties
waarop USLE, en later ook RUSLE, werden gebaseerd (helling van 9%; bodembewerking in
de richting van de helling, horizontale lengte van de plots: 22.13 m). Deze empirische
modelleringmethode werd oorspronkelijk ontwikkeld voor individuele hellingen en percelen,
maar werd daarna ook vaak geïmplementeerd in catchment bodem erosie en sediment
transport modellen.

De erosieve potentie van de neerslag om erosie te veroorzaken, wordt weergegeven door de
erosiviteitsfactor R (MJ mm ha-1 h-1 y-1). Deze wordt normaal berekend door de specifieke
kinetische energie, ei, van de verschillende pluviofases te sommeren voor de verschillende
stormen. Vermits metingen over dergelijke korte intervallen niet beschikbaar waren over
voldoende lange periodes, werd R bij deze studie geschat door gebruik te maken van de
lineaire regressie tussen R en MFI1, opgesteld voor de Coquimbo regio door Valenzuela en al
(2004) (vergelijking 2.32). Waarbij R echter niet rechtstreeks berekend werd door de ei’s te
gaan sommeren, maar door R te berekenen uit een erosiviteitsvergelijking die werd opgesteld
voor een gelijkaardige ariede regio in Spanje (vergelijking 2.30). Voor de drie meteostations
werden gelijkaardige R waarden bekomen (45.44, 40.2 en 46.6 MJ mm ha-1 h-1). In de verdere
berekeningen werd gewerkt met de R waarde van het meest dichtbijgelegen meteostation van
Las Cardas (40.2 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 j-1), waarvoor een dataset van 30 jaar beschikbaar was om
MFI1 te berekenen.
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De erodibiliteit, K (ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1), geeft de erosiegevoeligheid van de bodem weer
en aldus de reactie van de bodem op een bepaalde erosieve kracht. De K factor werd voor
deze studie bepaald met de algebraïsche beschrijving (Wischmeier en Smith,1978) van het
nomogram van Wischmeier en al (1971) (vergelijking 2.33). De permeabiliteit werd bepaald
aan de hand van de gemeten Kfs waarden. Er werden voor het stroomgebied 2
erodibiliteitskaarten gemaakt door middel van inverse distance interpolatie. Bij de eerste
interpolatiekaart, mapK1, werden eerst alle inputdata geïnterpoleerd, waarna K berekend werd
met IMAGE CALCULATOR in IDRISI. De permeabiliteitsklassen zorgden hierbij echter
voor een discretiserend effect. Daarom werd R bij de tweede interpolatiekaart, mapK2,
bekomen door eerst voor de 34 locaties K te berekenen, waarna deze K waarden dan werden
geïnterpoleerd. Beide interpolatiekaarten vertonen echter een gespikkeld patroon bepaald door
de meetpunten, waardoor de geïnterpoleerde K waarden allicht niet dicht bij de werkelijke
waarden liggen. Uit de histogrammen en de statistische parameters van mapK1 en mapK2
blijkt de range van de K waarden echter vrij klein. In de verdere berekeningen werd K over
het volledige stroomgebied dan ook gelijk gesteld aan het gemiddelde van de K waarden van
de 34 locaties (0.0119 ton ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1) vermits de fout bij deze vereenvoudiging
allicht niet groter is dan de fout die zou bekomen worden met de geïnterpoleerde kaarten.

Het gecombineerde effect van de lengte (L factor) en helling (S factor), weergegeven door de
topografische factor, LS, werd hier bepaald met de methode van Moore en al (1986a, 1986b)
(vergelijking 2.40). Deze formule houdt meer rekening met de interactie tussen runoff en
erosie, en is dus meer fysisch onderbouwd dan de zuiver empirische bepaling van de L en S
factor afzonderlijk. Er zijn immers verschillen in interpretatie van de afzonderlijke L factor
tussen de verschillende gebruikers (Renard en al., 1991). De methode van Moore en al.
(1986a, 1986b) heeft bovendien ook het voordeel dat ze makkelijk kan worden
geïmplementeerd in de meeste GIS programma’s.

Vermits voor het stroomgebied enkel potentiële erosie wordt bepaald worden de
managementfactor P en de vegetatiefactor C dus gelijk gesteld aan 1. Er zou echter wel voor
kunnen geopteerd worden om de invloed van stenigheid onder te brengen in de C factor. Maar
vermits stenigheid (zowel in bedekkingsgraad als in ingenomen bodemvolume) niet goed
werd gekwantificeerd en er ook geen duidelijke relatie tussen stenigheid en erosie kon worden
bepaald werd deze parameter dus niet in rekening gebracht bij de C factor. Bovendien zou er
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ook sterke correlatie tussen de C en de K factor kunnen optreden vermits stenigheid ook
duidelijk een effect zal hebben op de erodibiliteit van de bodem.

Na alle RUSLE factoren met elkaar te hebben vermenigvuldigd met IMAGE CALCULATOR
in IDRISI werd de uiteindelijke kaart met schattingen voor potentiële rill en interrill bodem
erosie bekomen. Deze kaart en het bijhorende histogram met statistieken tonen aan dat de
schattingen vrij hoog zijn, met een gemiddelde van 9.5 ton ha-1 j-1. Vermits K, R, P en C
constant werden genomen over het volledige stroomgebied worden de verschillen in erosie
binnen het stroomgebied dus enkel bepaald door de verdeling van de LS factor. Deze absolute
schattingen voor jaarlijkse potentiële rill en interrill bodem erosie zijn allicht geen goede
schatting omwille van het feit dat:
•

De R factor werd geschat uit een lineaire regressie tussen MFI1 en en R (Valenzuela en
al., 2004), waarbij R ook al schatting was voor een gelijkaardig aried gebied in Spanje.

•

De K factoren die invers werden berekend uit de regenvalsimulaties bleken tot 10 keer
lager te liggen dan de K factor berekend uit Kfs waarden met de algebraïsche beschrijving
(Wischmeier en Smith,1978) van het nomogram van Wischmeier en al (1971)

•

RUSLE is een empirisch model, opgesteld aan de hand van observaties. Validatie is
hierbij dus telkens nodig om te zien of het model ook toepasbaar is in andere
omstandigheden. Voor deze studie waren echter geen validatiedata beschikbaar.

•

RUSLE werd opgesteld in regio’s met een ander klimaat, andere bodemeigenschappen en
ander landgebruik dan in Coquimbo.

•

De variabiliteit op de inputfactoren (neeslagdistributie, heterogene bodem) zorgt er ook
voor dat meer data nodig is om een representatieve schatting te bekomen voor de
gemiddelde jaarlijkse potentiële rill en interrill bodem erosie

STREAM POWER

Bij de 6 regenvalsimulaties werd voor elke minuut het volume runoffwater bepaald, terwijl de
hoeveelheid sediment werd opgemeten om de 2 minuten. Hierdoor kon de hoeveelheid
sediment per tijdseenheid en per breedte eenheid, qs (g s-1 cm-1), worden uitgezet in functie
van de stoomkracht, ω (g s-3). Deze gemeten waarden werden dan vergeleken met de relaties
die werden opgesteld door Nearing en al. (1997) (vergelijking 2.42) en Biesemans (2000)
(vergelijking 2.43). Hieruit blijkt dat de gemeten waarden vrij goed overeenkomen met de
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waarden die werden voorspeld door Nearing en al. (1997). Terwijl Biesemans (2000)
duidelijk grotere sedimenthoeveelheden voorspelt. Nearing en al (1997) stelden hun relatie
echter op aan de hand van experimenten met enkel oppervlakkige runoff, terwijl Biesemans
(2000) regenvalsimulaties gebruikte, en dus ook de erosieve werking van de regendruppels in
rekening bracht. De gemeten waarden voor het stroomgebied geven dus aan dat Biesemans
(2000) de sediment lading voor het stroomgebied overschat. Deze lagere waarden kunnen
eventueel verklaard worden door het milderend effect veroorzaakt door de stenen in en op de
bodem, of door het voorkomen van een korst, waardoor het bodemoppervlak enigszins
beschermd is tegen de erosieve werking van de regendruppels. Anderzijds zou het ook kunnen
dat de regenvalsimulaties die gebruikt werden bij het opstellen van de vergelijking van
Biesemans (2000) regen simuleerden met andere eigenschappen dan de regenvalsimulaties die
werden gebruikt in het stroomgebied door bijvoordeeld andere drukken, sproeikoppen of
ingestelde hoogtes te gebruiken.

BESLUIT

De Kfs waarden bekomen met de Guelph ring infiltrometer vertonen een hoge variabiliteit in
de ruimte. Maar ook bij herhalingen op dezelfde locatie blijkt de variabiliteit vrij hoog te zijn.
Wanneer de 6 Kfs waarden gemeten met de Guelph vergeleken worden met de 6
overeenkomstige Kfs waarden bekomen uit regenvalsimulaties blijkt er geen duidelijk verband
te zijn tussen beide waarden.

De gebruikte PTF’s slagen er niet in om de variabiliteit op de individuele Kfs, waarden
gemeten met de Guelph ring infiltrometer, weer te geven. De meeste PTF’s voorspellen
immers constantere, lagere Ks waarden dan de gemeten Kfs waarden. Enkel de PTF van Jabro
(1992) bekomt een gemiddelde Ks waarde van alle punten van het stroomgebied (2.17 10-5 m
s-1) dat statistisch niet verschilt van het gemiddelde van de Guelph Kfs metingen (1.72 10–5 m
s-1). Een verklaring voor deze overeenkomst is allicht het feit dat Jabro (1992) ook BD in
rekening brengt. De gemeten BD waarden vertonnen als gevolg van de stenigheid van de
bodem immers een grote variabiliteit, waardoor dus ook Ks waarden bekomen worden met
een grotere variabiliteit. Jabro (1992) geeft echter geen goede individuele Ks waarden, omdat
de variabiliteit op de BD, door de beperkingen bij de bemonstering zuiver toevallig is en dus
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niet representatief is voor de werkelijke BD waarde van elke locatie. Een betere
bemonsteringsmethode zou hier allicht meer uitsluitsel over kunnen geven.

Wanneer de verschillende R waarden van de 3 weerstations van La Serena, Las Cardas en Pan
de Azùcar (45.44, 40.2 en 46.6 MJ mm ha-1 h-1), bekomen met de lineaire regressie van
Valenzuela en al. (2004) met elkaar vergeleken worden blijken de verschillen niet zo groot te
zijn. Daarom werden de verdere berekeningen uitgevoerd met de R waarde van het
dichtstbijzijnde weerstation (Las Cardas: 40.2 MJ mm ha-1 h-1).

Ondanks de grote variabiliteit van de parameters die gebruikt worden voor de berekening van
de erodibiliteit K blijkt de variabiliteit van de K waarden bekomen met de algebraïsche
benadering van het nomogram van Wischmeier en al. (1971), opgesteld door Wischmeier en
Smith (1978), vrij laag te zijn. De verdere berekening werd dan ook uitgevoerd met de
gemiddelde K waarde van de 34 locaties. De 6 K waarden die werden bekomen uit de 6
regenvalsimulaties blijken soms tot een factor 10 lager te liggen dan de K waarden berekend
met de algebraïsche benadering van het nomogram van Wischmeier en al. (1971), opgesteld
door Wischmeier en Smith (1978).

Vermits de R, K, P en C factoren van de RUSLE constant waren voor het volledige
studiegebied wordt de ruimtelijke variabiliteit van de geschatte gemiddelde jaarlijkse
potentiële rill en interrill erosie volledig bepaald door de LS factor.

Het is echter vrij waarschijnlijk dat de bekomen waarden voor geschatte gemiddelde jaarlijkse
potentiële rill en interrill erosie in het stroomgebied geen goede schattingen zijn omdat:
•

De erosiviteitsfactor, R, van de RUSLE werd bekomen via de lineaire regressie tussen
MFI1 en R die werd opgesteld door Valenzuela en al. (2004). Waarbij R zelf ook al werd
geschat door gebruik te maken van een relatie tussen R en andere, meer voor de hand
zijnde data dan de 30 min interval metingen die nodig zijn voor het toepassen van de
RUSLE methode.

•

K waarden berekend met de algebraïsche benadering van het nomogram van Wischmeier
en al. (1971), opgesteld door Wischmeier en Smith (1978) tot een factor 10 groter waren
dan de waarden die invers werden berekend uit de regenvalsimulaties.
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•

RUSLE een empirisch model is, gebaseerd op observaties. Validatie is dus zeker nodig
wanneer het model wordt toegepast in andere omstandigheden dan dewelke waar de
observaties plaatsvonden. De resultaten van deze studie werden echter niet gevalideerd
omdat er geen validatiedata beschikbaar waren.

Een ‘event based’ model zou gezien de variabiliteit van de neerslag allicht betere schattingen
leveren, maar dan zou er wel nauwkeurige data over de neerslaggebeurtenissen nodig zijn.

Wanneer de hoeveelheid sediment per tijdseenheid en per breedte eenheid bekomen uit de 6
regenvalsimulaties samen geplot werden met de vergelijkingen opgesteld door Biesemans
(2000) en Nearing en al. (1997) in functie van de stroomkracht was duidelijk te zien dat
Biesemans (2000) hogere schattingen haf terwijl Nearing en al. (1997) gelijkaardige waarden
bekwamen. Dit kan verklaard worden door het feit dat Biesemans (2000) rekening houdt met
neerslag effecten, terwijl Nearing en al. (1997) enkel oppervlakkige runoff in rekening brengt.
En vermits de gemeten sediment hoeveelheden in het studiegebied vrij laag zijn heeft Nearing
en al. (1997) dus een betere overeenkomst met deze gemeten lagere waarden.

Zowel de invers berekende K factoren als de plots van hoeveelheid sediment per tijdseenheid
en per breedte eenheid in functie van de stroomkracht, bekomen uit de regenvalsimulaties,
tonen dus aan dat erosie en sedimenttransport voor de 6 regenvalsimulatie locaties in het
stroomgebied lager liggen dan eigen zou verwacht worden. Mogelijke oorzaken voor deze
lagere waarden zijn onder andere korstvorming of stenige bodems. Maar ook een te lage
kinetische energie van de gesimuleerde regen zou een oorzaak kunnen zijn.

Met betrekking tot verder onderzoek in de begroting van sedimenttransport in ariede gebieden
is een diepere studie van stenige bodems noodzakelijk om onder andere de invloed na te gaan
van steenbedekking en stenigheid op het fysisch karakter van deze bodems.
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Appendix A: moving averages
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Moving Average 30 year
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Appendix B: scatter plots of natural log-transformed PTF Ks and natural
log-transformed rainfall simulation Kfs
a) C osby et al. (1984)

b) P uck ett et al. (1985)
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Appendix C: Scatter plots of Guelph Kfs values and natural logtransformed Guelph Kfs values with different soil parameters
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